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intro 
Centra
Centra stanDs fOr HIGH teCH sIGHts – HanDmaDe In Germany.
centra is headquartered in rheinfelden, Germany, and 
has built an international reputation based on its passion 
for perfect solutions and a proven talent for technical 
innovation. It all started more than half a century ago, 
when our company founder, Helmut brunner, developed 
his first iris aperture in 1958. 

today, we are a state-of-the-art manufacturer that uses 
cutting-edge CnC and laser equipment to produce high-
precision parts. However, assembly work is still carried 
out by hand – our team and its passion for precision and 
quality is our greatest asset. 

What makes our company really stand out is the way we 
combine in-house development and production with our 
own personal experience of top-level sport. What’s more, 
we work closely with the best shooters and coaches in 
the world. this collaboration is a constant source of in-
spiration and drives us to innovate and deliver high-tech 
products that are “made in Germany”.

Our partnership with meC in Dortmund is founded on 
the personal friendship between maik eckhardt, Heinz 
reinkemeier and myself. for us, this partnership is 
fundamental to the joy that we take in our “work” and it 
is also the foundation for our success. 

It gives us great pride that we can help in some way as 
you pursue your chosen sport.  

the centra team,
Johann Zähringer
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intro 
meC

I am a sport shooter and managing director of meC High 
tech shooting equipment, which is based in Dortmund, 
Germany. as a focused businessman, I make full use of 
my many years of experience in international sport to 
offer our customers truly outstanding products.  We also 
have our own, successful team of shooters and work with 
other top athletes from around the world. as a result,  
we are in the perfect position to develop innovative ideas 
that are rooted in practical experience and result in high-
end shooting equipment. all these developments are put 
through extensive testing at our in-house shooting range 
before they go into series production at precision engi-
neering plants. each and every product has to prove itself 
in training before it can be released for manufacture.

centra and meC products complement each other 
perfectly. but that’s not really surprising, since they are 
based on similar corporate philosophies – both com-
panies give top priority to the quality and precision of 
their products, two things that very often decide between 
victory and defeat in a match. 

While rheinfelden has become the home of sight techno-
logy, here in Dortmund, we’ve focused on all things rela-
ted to the stock. that’s why it became clear that the best 
way to present our portfolio was to combine our ranges...

If you have any questions or requests, we’re always here 
to help. On behalf of everyone at meC, I’d like to wish you 
“good shooting” and we hope you enjoy browsing through 
our latest catalogue.

maik eckhardt, 
managing director

3 letters – 1 aIm:  
yOUr sPOrtInG sUCCess!
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product 
news

SPY CROMO ReaRSight

iRiS aPeRtuRe SeRieS Sight 1,8  
SuPeR aR i / SuPeR aR ii

DuPLeX VaRiO 

aDaPteR fOR OPtiCaL SYSteM OK i-iii

SYnthetiC aPeRtuRe Ring

MOnOCLe 23  / 37 / DuO / inDeX 

iRiS aPeRtuRe hOLDeR MeC 37 

3-POSitiOn LenS hOLDeR SYSteM 37

wing nOSePieCe

MaRK i COuPLing SPeeD

MaRK i LinK 

CataMaRan  ii

COVeR Set / COVeR ReaRSight /  
COVeR fROnt Sight tunneL

MeC PaD, 3 DeSignS 

PROteCt BLue / tRanSPaRent

MeC PORtaBLe aP MOunt 

MeC PORtaBLe SMaLL-BORe MOunt

MeC & CentRa tin CLiPS

SCatt MX-2 / uniVeRSaL

2 BOOKS / new tRanSLatiOnS
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neWs

every product we manufacture is made for more fun, 
more success and better results. a great deal of careful, 
high-precision work goes into our equipment, which is 
designed specifically for shooters who are aiming for the 
best.

the “spy Cromo” is fashioned from a combination of ex-
ceptional materials. the chassis is made from stainless 
steel, while the tower – the core element for height 

adjustment – is made of titanium. titanium is a very 
special material that delivers enormous tensile strength 
but is still light in weight. for example, when shooting 
a big-bore gun and 6 mm br from 300 m, the rear-
sight is subjected to severe stresses and acceleration. 
that is why we developed a high-strength chassis and 
lightweight tower combination that can easily withstand 
such punishment. you only need hold it in your hands to 
realise the mechanical qualities and high-end build of 
this rearsight.

sPy CrOmO  
Built to last!

rrp in euros: 800.00 dp in euros: 534.45

19088894 ANSCHÜTZ

19088895 feiNwerkbAu

19088896 wAlTHer

– 24 clicks (0.02 mm per click)
– 0.2 mm per click at 10 m
– 1 mm per click at 50 m
– 2 mm per click at 100 m
– 6 mm per click at 300 m
– Includes anti-glare tube for accommodating additional  
 sight elements such as duplex inserts, coloured filters  
 and polarisers.

spY cromo

Optional accessory:
Duplex Vario

View from  
above
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the demands on shooters and equipment are getting 
tougher and tougher. In the World Cup, disciplines such 
as the air rifle and 60 prone have been switched to de-
cimal scoring. In fact, in supported shooting, more and 
more shooters are reaching the maximum score. In the 
end, every decimal point counts!

Of all the various elements in shooting technique, aiming 
is one of the most elementary and yet also most sensitive 
aspects of the sport and makes the difference between a 
good and less than good score. 

Our range of sight 1.8 super ar iris apertures takes 
sight technology to a whole new level. the iris is our 
tried-and-tested cutting-edge precision iris with 15 discs. 
It ensures a perfectly circular aperture across the entire 
adjustment range.

However, we have achieved a clear improvement in 
filters. filter lenses are used to absorb harmful UV light 
and minimise disruptive light in the visible wavelength 
spectrum. because the eye is most responsive to wave-
lengths around 550 nm, this range is filtered out as little 
as possible.

all the filters we are using at present are uV-400 filters 
designed to eliminate the UV radiation that is perceived 
as glare. another important quality improvement is the 
super anti-reflection coating “ar with clean coat”. this 
treatment improves light transmission significantly by up 
to 8 percent and prevents troublesome reflections. 

the thread connection for the rearsight is made of steel 
and is interchangeable. for example, when using appro-
priate adapters, the monocle can be fastened directly to 
the iris aperture or an additional rearsight optical system 
can be adapted. made for shooters who want the best.

sIGHt 1,8 sUPer ar  
simplY a notch aBoVe!

rrp in euros: 279.00 dp in euros: 186.39rrp in euros: 198.00 dp in euros: 132.28

1920500419205003

– Iris aperture with 10-colour filter and polariser
– filter colours: ace amethyst, 4 grey levels, yellow,   
 peach, red, green, brown
– UV-400 filter coating
– super anti-reflection coating on filter
– Interchangeable steel thread adapter
– Colour: gunmetal / black

sight 1,8 super ar ii

– Iris aperture with integrated 5-colour filter
– filter colours: ace amethyst, light grey, grey,   
 yellow, peach
– UV-400 filter coating
– super anti-reflection coating on filter
– Interchangeable steel thread adapter
– Colour: gunmetal / black

sight 1,8 super ar i
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neWs

rrp in euros: 17.00 dp in euros: 11.36

19906321

– Double thread adapter for use when the optical system  
 on an iris aperture with optical system is to be removed  
 and / or replaced

adapter ok i

rrp in euros: 17.00 dp in euros: 11.36

19906322

– Double thread adapter with thread for direct   
 attachment of the monocle

adapter ok ii

rrp in euros: 17.00 dp in euros: 11.36 

19906323

– Double thread adapter for use when fitting the  
 monocle directly between the iris aperture and the   
 optical system

adapter ok iii

rrp in euros: 239.00 dp in euros: 159.67

dupleX Vario

Xy adjuster with integrated adjustable centring ring
– adjustable centring ring
– Can accommodate an additional duplex iris
– Can accommodate a coloured filter (lens)
– 2 adjustment ranges available 3.4 – 4.4 and  
 3.8 – 4.8

1994005 3.4 – 4.4

1994006 3.8 – 4.8

rrp in euros: 15.00 dp in euros: 10.02

19903023

special plastic aperture ring for all centra iris apertures 
– Prevents damage to the lenses of shooting glasses

sYnthetic aperture ring
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11

rrp in euros: 223.00 dp in euros: 148.98

70-331-014

– now also available in 37 mm
– Changeover system for lens changes between   
 positions or disciplines
– One lens for all needs
– With coloured caps for easy differentiation 

37 mm 3-position  
lens holder sYstem

rrp in euros: 17.00 dp in euros: 11.36

– material: High-grade stainless steel
– nose bridge: transparent, odourless silicone rubber  
 (polydimethylsiloxane)
– nose bridge can be replaced

wing nosepiece

70-333-005 right

70-333-006 left

– now in new meC design
– for much improved spatial perception
– better spatial perception in turn minimises movement
– Usable with one hand
– 37 iris aperture holder available in translucent or   
 black 

iris aperture with holder

70-331-006   23˝  

rrp in euros: 48.00 dp in euros: 32.07

70-331-007  translucent 37˝  

70-331-010  black 37˝

rrp in euros: 50.00 dp in euros: 33.40   
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12

from the start of the 2014 season, the official rules per-
mit shooters to mount a lens from a pair of shooting 
glasses on their rear sights. this rule applies to all 
classes and all competitions regulated by the German 
shooting sport and archery federation.

because the correction lens stays in exactly the same 
place in relation to the sighting line, this approach offers 

a number of benefits for shooters who use relatively 
weak lenses and otherwise have no need for spectacles.

as the illustration shows, the monocle mono-lens holder 
is fitted between the rearsight and rear iris using the tool 
supplied. It comprises an adapter fitting, a rod holder 
with clamping mechanism, a support rod for the lens 
holder and a lens holder.

mOnOCle

70-140-003 23 mm

70-140-002 37 mm

– this stable and adjustable mounting device is used to  
 fit a lens from a pair of shooting glasses in front of a   
 rear iris
– the lens can be moved closer to, or further away from 
 the eye
– because the correction lens therefore stays in ex-  
 actly the same place, perfectly positioned in relation to  

 the sighting line, this arrangement brings a number  
 of benefits
– meC glas Holder adapters for lens Holders and lens  
 Holders are 100 % compatible with the meC glas  
 shooting Glasses system
– for beginners and professionals

monocle 23 mm / 37 mm

37 mm: rrp in euros: 79.00 dp in euros: 52.78  

23 mm: rrp in euros: 69.00 dp in euros: 41.42
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rrp in euros: 14.00 dp in euros: 9.35
70-320-159

the Index is the ideal accessory for shooters who don’t 
want to have the monocle lens holder permanently 
mounted to a rifle. It can be used to fit the lens holder 
to one or more rifles in next to no time, reproducing the 
same alignment every time with outstanding precision.
important: the adapter fitting and rod holder must be 
fitted to the gun. these are available as individual parts.

monocle indeX

rrp in euros: 129.50 dp in euros: 86.51
70-140-006

– see monocle
– Includes 30 mm translucent blinder
– monocle Duo is available only in 23 mm

monocle duo

Distance eye to shooting glass about 15 mm
Distance eye to iris aperture from 40 mm to 70 mm

40 – 70 mm

ca. 15 mm

tHe COrreCt DIstanCe
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neUHeItenneUHeIten

rrp in euros: 100.00 dp in euros: 71.43

6600638

– allows rapid changeover between different rear   
 stocks
– easier to fit and more secure, no tools required 
– modified for the new rules that apply to finals

mark i coupling speed

– butt plate can be adjusted with millimetre accuracy
– Can be adjusted in stance, no tools required
– Continuous, stepless adjustment 
– Can be offset up to 16 mm to either side
– available in aluminium or steel
– lengths: 55 mm or 25 mm

mark i link

Please specify „includes mark I Coupling speed“  
with your stock order. 

prototYpe

Images  
show Prototypes

neWs

stock changeover in merely a few seconds – 1, 2, 3, ready!

6600643 Mark i link i – short

6600644 Mark i link ii – long

6600645 Mark i link plate – short

6600646 Mark i link plate – long Plate: rrp in euros: 68.00 dp in euros: 48.57  

Mark i link: rrp in euros: 267.00 dp in euros: 190.71
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– new support rail design 
– maximum precision due to milled rails
– extremely low-profile design
– the aluminium bracket ensures level support and  
 outstanding grip
– the height and width of the Catamaran are adjustable  
 and it can also be rotated around the centre line of the  
 bore (for canting)
– Compatible with all rifles that have a straight fore-end  
 stock and accessory rail
– material: aluminium
– 280 mm long
– Variable width adjustment up to a maximum of 60 mm

catamaran ii 

newlY designed mark i agl series
new

product 

design

standard

rotatable

rotation
6600441  standard

rrp in euros: 159.00 dp in euros: 113.57

6600639 rotatable

6600640 rotation

rrp in euros: 229.00 dp in euros: 163.57
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neWs

– made from dust-tight, water- and humidity-
 resistant, non-tear polyamide fabric
– Protection class IP65
– set includes two separate covers – 
 one for the front sight tunnel,  
 the other for the rearsight  

coVer set

rrp in euros: 55.00 dp in euros: 36.74

546

– adjustable rearsight cover for high-performance  
 rearsight systems
– Outer dimensions approx. 150 mm (h) x 170 mm (l) x  
 45 mm (w) 
– long hook-and-loop closure tapes ensure the cover   
 can be fitted straight or at an angle – as suitable for  
 the size and height of the overall rearsight system – to  
 various different custom-configured rearsight/sighting  
 line/rifle stock systems 

coVer, rearsight (without image)

– adjustable front sight tunnel cover for high-perfor-  
 mance front sight systems
– Outer dimensions approx. 100 mm (h) x 120 mm (l) with  
 adjustable hook-and-loop closure. fits to both small  
 and large high-quality front sight systems 
– also protects the muzzle

coVer, front sight tunnel (without image)

rrp in euros: 26.00 dp in euros: 17.37 

546-02

rrp in euros: 29.00 dp in euros: 19.37 

546-01

– Pads for use in the kneeling position
– available in three designs
– non-slip outer ensures optimum hold when in   
 stance
– Complies with Issf regulations
– Dimensions: approx. 17 cm x 17 cm, height approx.   
 1.5 / 2.5 cm

29501 . gel 
29502 . composite / Pur / cold foam
29503 . gel / Pur

mec pad, 3 designs 

gel

composite /  
PUr / cold foam

rrp in euros: 49.00 dp in euros: 32.74

gel / PUr
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protect transparent / Blue

– Plastic tube for storing cylinders
– Diameter: 3.5 cm
– length-adjustable from 36 - 60 cm
– accommodates a rifle cylinder
– suitable for use with cylinders from all major air   
 rifle manufacturers

rrp in euros: 5.90 dp in euros: 3.94

544 . translucent
545 . blue

– accessory for meC Portable
– mount compatible with all standard air pistols
– Pistols are clamped in place via their cylinder
– easy to use, no tools required 

mec portaBle ap mount mec portaBle small-Bore mount

rrp in euros: 199.00 dp in euros: 132.95
297-02

shows aP mount on  
meC Portable

– test bench for small bore rifle
– mount compatible with all standard competition rifles
– easy to use, no tools required 

rrp in euros: 749.00 dp in euros: 500.38
297-04 . set without MeC Portable

rrp in euros: 1249.00 dp in euros: 834.42
297-03 . complete set price

– Clip for pellet tins
– Compatible with all standard tins
– Clip compatible with Qiang yuan ammunition

tin clips, china and standard

rrp in euros: 4.90 dp in euros: 3.27
560 . standard

rrp in euros: 5.90 dp in euros: 3.94
561 . China
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rrp in euros: 1699.00 dp in euros: 1185.02

60902

training system for static targets
– system suitable for dry and live firing
– Designed for both indoor and outdoor use
– system works with all conventional targets and elec-
 tronic scoring targets (such as meyton, sius-ascor,   
 Disag, Häring) 

– no risk of damaging an expensive piece of equipment  
 when training with ammunition
scope of supply:
– mX-02 optical sensor for 10, 25 and 50 metres
– mounting kit for the optical sensor
– Connecting cable

scatt mX-02 uniVersal

learn from Your rifle,
listen to Your scatt.

neWs
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my obsessive Journey to olympic gold
the story of a man who fought valiantly to make his own 
history. abhinav bindra is India‘s first and only individual 
Olympic gold medallist and also the first Indian to win a 
World Championship. 

2nd print edition,  
Isbn 978-93-5116-070-0

a shot at historY 

rrp in euros: 44.80 dp in euros: 33.29

412

rrp in euros: 21.90 dp in euros: 16.27

410

gaby Bühlmann, heinz reinkemeier, maik eckhardt
the standard work for rifle shooting – now also availa-
ble in Chinese. all the details on the three positions and 
movement sequences are covered over 441 pages. many 
of today’s top shooters are shown in action. essential 
reading for committed shooters and trainers around the 
world since 1996. 
 
no rifle cabinet is complete without it...

Isbn 978-957-43085-0-7
1st chinese edition

waYs of the rifle, chinese

chinese

english

heinz reinkemeier, gaby Bühlmann 
all you need to know about the sport of pistol shooting.  
220 colour pages containing 1,200 up-to-date photos, 
illustrations and graphics. Photographs of most top 
international athletes, plus in-depth studio shoots with 
Olympic and world champions. Contributions from Ger-
man national coaches Peter Kraneis and barbara Georgi 
and 14 other outstanding trainers and shooters from 
around the world. Covers the latest topics such as the 
German bundesliga, youth training, electronic trainers, 
ammunition testing, mental training, coaching...  

Isbn 3-9809746-2-8 
english edition! 

translation of “Olympisches Pistolenschießen”

pistol shooting

rrp in euros: 49.90 dp in euros: 37.08

411

english
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jessica mager 
team World Champion 2010,
Multiple European Champion

 rEarsights

 antiglarE tools

 duplEx

 iris apErturEs

 iris apErturE aCCEssoriEs

 EyE CovErs

 adjustablE front ring sights

 front ring sights

 tunnEls

 tunnEl aCCEssoriEs

 sight shifts

 spECial sights

 sCopE tools

sights
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sights

iris apErturEs 1.8

for our day-to-day vision, our pupils make sure that 
the right amount of light gets through. the ring of the 
iris contracts in bright light conditions, and when it gets 
darker, the pupils get bigger. this takes place a thousand 
times a day, all our lives, open or shut as required.
this biological mechanism is sufficient for us to deal with 
most tasks. a young eye can contract to around 2 mm, 
enabling its owner to still read under very bright lighting. 
When it reaches its limits, however, this natural adjust-
ment is no longer adequate. for example, when aiming 
over closed sights, where the contrasts are especially 
strong. 

in addition, it has long been known that placing an ad-
ditional man-made pinhole in front of the pupil not only 
avoids too much light reaching the retina; at the same 
time, the image is ‘sharpened’, because objects at differ- 
ent distances can be held in focus together at the same 

time. this is the effect which is known as ‘depth of field’ 
in photography: the smaller the opening of a circular 
pin-hole is, the greater the distance over which objects 
appear to be sharp in the photograph.  

as a shooter, when you look over your rearsight at the 
foresight ring and the target, you can only see one or the 
other, but not both, sharply. When you look through your 
rearsight however, both levels appear to be sharp. 
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fine regulation of the aperture permits not only a sharp- 
ening of the sight-picture, it also significantly improves 
the contrast. light and shade can be modulated in steps, 
until exactly the right brightness appears between fore-
sight ring and aiming mark.  

the iris rearsight is one of the most helpful aids for the 
aiming eye. it improves contrast and depth of field and so 
gives us a clear and balanced picture. this reduces the 
workload for the eye during aiming – it can work accurat- 
ely for longer.

Centra manufactures iris-units in traditional precision 
and quality. all components except for the glass ele-
ments are made and assembled in-house.

trainer 

tip

in practise, the extent of your ability to see the 
ring and aiming mark depends mainly on the 
correct use of your iris. here are some of the
main rules:

distanCE

– the distance from eye to iris (rearsight) 
 should be selected so that the foresight 
 tunnel fills about one-third of the opening.

funCtion + fixing

– to do ist job reliably, an iris unit must be fixed 
 and functioning properly.

ClEanlinEss

– before shooting, check whether the iris is 
 clean. if you can see fluff or shadows, click 
 any filters out and blow through it.

apErturE

– look through the aperture at the target and 
 rotate until the picture appears optimal.

adjustMEnt

– re-adjust the aperture now and again during
 the shoot, especially in response to lighting 
 changes on outdoor ranges.

the iris opening should never be less than 0.9 mm, 
otherwise the picture will appear dull. if the dimming 

is insufficient, then it will be necessary to use 
a filter. an aperture greater than 1.2 mm 

leads to fuzzy edges in foresight ring and 
aiming mark. in this case, a weak filter 

provides lightening.
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 499.00 Dp in euros: 333.36

precision compact micrometer peep sight with a  
symmetric frontal profile
– Extremely low, slim and compact diopter
– allows vision over the housing, enables preaming in the  
 standing position
– gives free view of the wind-flags
– offers ca. 20 clicks within the air rifle 10-ring
– With tunnel-raiser block 4 and anti-glare tube,  
 iris not included

mec free sight

19088881 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19088882 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19088883 + colour wAlTHer

MeC 270 ANSCHÜTZ

MeC 272 feiNwerkbAu

MeC 271 wAlTHer

rrp in euros: 435.00 Dp in euros: 290.61

rearsight with an additional centering-unit, a novelty!
– Extremly slim and compact
– additional centering-unit for more precise aiming
– better balance in standing position by clear space   
 acquisition
– gives free view of the wind flags
– Colours: silver (si), black (s)

spy short
si
s

rrp in euros: 435.00 Dp in euros: 290.61

shows optional extra sight 1,8 Crystal

shows optional extras sight 1,8 Crystal, lens

19088884 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19088885 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19088886 + colour wAlTHer

rEarsights

like spy short "id"
– Extra long chassis
– 2 clamps for fixing
– also for big bore
– Colours: silver (si), black (s)

spy long
si
s
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rearsight for 10, 50 and 100 meter
– identical structure like sight base "lr", however with  
 grinded fine threading 
– for a better windobserving 
– fit for all current match-rifles 
– 1 click to 10 m are 0.25 mm 
– 1 click to 50 m are 1.22 mm 
– Weight: 200 g

rrp in euros: 399.00 Dp in euros: 266.56

sight base 10 – 50

rrp in euros: 399.00 Dp in euros: 266.56

special long range rearsight
– high quality polished stainless steel spindle on  
 ballbearings 
– Movable scale bar for zero point adjustment 
– Each click 1 min 
– including one locatorring
– Weight: 200 g

sight base lr

adjustable front-sight for lang-range
– high quality polished stainless steel spindle on  
 ballbearings 
– Movable scale bar for zero point adjustment 
– Each click 1 min 
– including one locatorring
– Weight: 95 g

rrp in euros: 315.00 Dp in euros: 210.44

front base lr

19010001-f ANSCHÜTZ

19010002-f feiNwerkbAu

19010003-f wAlTHer

19010031-f redfield

left thread right thread
19010001 19010002 ANSCHÜTZ

19010011 19010012 weAver

19010021 19010022 pArAMouNT

19010031 19010032 redfield

19010041 19010042 CeNTrAl

19920018 M18

19920022 M22
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 179.00 Dp in euros: 119.58

– highly rigid aluminium
– 20 clicks, 0.2 mm at 10 m
– suitable for all current competitions rifles

pro 57 startline

19010005

our new proDuct
Diopter spy cromo can be found on page 8.

new
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19904011 light Gray

19904012 Gray

19904013 dark Gray

19904014 brown

19904015 Green

19904016 Yellow

19904017 orange

19904018 C41 blue

19904019 C41 uv

19904020 C41 peach

rrp in euros: 25.00 Dp in euros: 16.70

rrp in euros: 27.00 Dp in euros: 18.03

19918808

– antiglare tube shades out scattered light from the front

lenshooD

– Easy to clean
– Exellent optical characteristcs

lens

rrp in euros: 72.00 Dp in euros: 48.10

19918809

– antiglare tube with polarising filter
– reduces reflection and mirage effects

lenshooD pol

rrp in euros: 49.00 Dp in euros: 32.74

19918810

– to eliminate reflections
– two polarizer-discs to adjust the sight-picture for 
 optimum contrast
– additional female thread to mount coloured glas
 inserts

pol lens

shows optional extras  
diopter spy short,  
sight 1,8 tiny

shows  
optional extra  
diopter spy 
short

antiglarE tools
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sightssights

aiming with micrometer peep sights and front-sight-
tunnel, a nearly optimal solution. but even nearly perfect 
solutions can still be improved.

in competitive sports, each point counts. Especially  
during aiming appear minimal tolerances, which are  
due to the jamming of the front-sight in the iris-apper-
ture. if the front-sight not exactly in the center of the 
iris-apperture, the shot will miss the bulls eye.

the shooter have to take maximum care to avoid mis-
takes in this case. he have to be concentrated in each 
shot, that his eye is exactly in the middle of his rear-iris. 
in challenging light-conditions and for longer series,  
it´s very heavy to make no errors.

the "duplex" is an additional centering-unit, whitout 
burdening the concentration. the resulting interme- 
diate ring, warned the eye more clearly when an error 
appears. a real challenge was the positioning of this  
additional ring concentric in the sight-line.

the result is an x-y adjustment-unit, the duplex. 
technology made by MEC & centra!

duplEx

– significant improvement of the aiming accuracy
– Minimizes aiming errors
– allows the attachment of individual centerring ring  
 sizes or an centerring iris

– individual adjustment of centering ring (iris) distance  
 using stepless length shifts on the lens shade
– Compatible with the centra rearsight "spy" and in  
 combination with "lenshood ii" (MEC free sight, centra  
 sight base, fWb diopter and older anschütz diopter)

rrp in euros: 135.00 Dp in euros: 90.19

Duplex

1940002

shows duplex on rearsight spy 
long incl. optional extra duplex 
insert, sight 1,8 tiny

shows optional 
extra duplex 
insert

x-y adjustment-unit to allow the attachment of an additional  
centering ring or iris
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– Centered ring insert for duplEx
– individual size selection from 3.8 – 4.2

Clear: rrp in euros: 21.00 Dp in euros: 14.03 
yellow: rrp in euros: 31.00 Dp in euros: 20.71

Duplex insert

shows duplex insert  
in the colour clear 
with optional extra 
duplex

1 9 4 3 3 8 1 3 c

Diameter 
3.8 = 38
4.2 = 42

+ colour
c = Clear 
y = yellow

shows optional extras  
duplex, rear sight spy  
and sight 1,8 tiny – iris-insert for duplex

– possibility to reduce the light between front-sight-  
 tunnel and iris-hole completely

rrp in euros: 59.00 Dp in euros: 39.42

Duplex iris

19940003

– antiglaretube fits at centra sight base, MEC free sight,  
 feinwerkbau-rearsights and old anschütz-rearsights
– possibility to mount duplex, lens, lens-pol

lenshooD ii

ball-and-socket-joint for lenshood ii
– special designed element to collimate lenshood ii 
 in combination with duplex when insuffcient adjust-  
 mentrange at duplex

collimator

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

our new proDuct
Duplex Vario can be found on page 10.

new
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Collimator-spy

sightssights

rrp in euros: 80.00 Dp in euros: 53.44

19918818

Diopter free sight

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39

19918813

lenshooD ii

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19918817

collimator

collimator-spy

Collimator

lenshood ii

– gegenlichtblende mit integriertem Kugelgelenk für   
 diopter spy als trägerelement für duplex

variants for duplEx produCts
to fix duplex, duplex insert and duplex iris you will need components for the following rearsights 

shows optional extras: diopter free sight, 
duplex, duplex insert, sight 1,8 Crystal

shows optional extras: diopter spy long, 
duplex, duplex-iris, sight 1,8 tiny

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39

19918814

Diopter pro 57, tesro, anschütz 7000

lenshooD ii & aDapter 7020

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19918816

collimator

shows optional extras: diopter anschütz 
7000, duplex, duplex-iris, sight 1,8 startline

adapter 7020

Collimator

lenshood ii
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Collimator

lenshood ii rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros 27.39

19918814

Diopter feinwerkbau

lenshooD ii

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19918811

collimator

shows optional extras: fWb diopter, 
duplex, duplex-iris, sight 1,8 basic

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39

19918813

lenshooD ii

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19918812

collimator

Diopter hämmerli

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39

19918814

lenshooD ii & aDapter hämmerli

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19918815

collimator

Diopter anschütz 
stahlDiopter 6702-6802, obserVer, sight-base, steyr

shows optional extras: diopter 
hämmerli, duplex, duplex-iris,  
sight 1,8 basic 

shows optional extras: diopter 
sight-base, duplex-insert,  
sight 1,8 basic 

Collimator

lenshood ii

adapter hÄMMErli

Collimator

lenshood ii
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 59.00 Dp in euros: 39.42
19200001 + colour

sight 1.8 – profEssional basic / indoor / twin / Competition

adjustment iris

3 colour filter

5 colour filter

10 colour filter

polarization 
anti reflection

polarization  
bright / dark

polarization  
bright / dark in  
front sight

optic balance from 
 -4.5 to +4.5 and 1.5 times 
magnification

si
s
b
r

– Meeting the demands of an optimal adjustment range  
 from 0.8 – 1.8 mm 
– More exact contour of the optical center 
– basic version
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 1.8 basic

rrp in euros: 119.00 Dp in euros: 79.50

19201001 + colour

precision iris with 15 discs, interchangeable sight covers, insertable filter, 
polished coloured glass filters, individual colour filter variety available upon request.
integrated clamp element for covering the eye. thread: M 9,5 x 1

si
s
b
r

– iris aperture with special 5 colour filter for shooting   
 indoors 
– filter colours: light gray, yellow, C41 peach,  
 C41 blue, C41 uv
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 1.8 inDoor
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rrp in euros: 146.00 Dp in euros: 97.53
19201002 + colour

– iris aperture with a 10 colour filter and an integrated   
 polarization filter 
– filter colours are the same as those of sight 1,8 twin
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 1.8 competition

rrp in euros: 169.00 Dp in euros: 112.90

19202001 + colour

rrp in euros: 169.00 Dp in euros: 112.90

19211001

– iris aperture with a 5 colour filter 
– special coverings for the aiming and the non aiming eye 
– filter colours: light gray, dark gray, yellow, green,  
 C-41 blue

sight 1.8 biathlon

rrp in euros: 174.00 Dp in euros: 116.24

19203001 + colour M18

19203002 + colour M22

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

s
b

– iris aperture with a 10 colour filter designed for shoot- 
 ing indoors and out (indoor-outdoor combination) 
– filter colours: light gray, gray, dark gray, C41 blue,  
 C41 uv, yellow, green, orange, brown and C41 peach
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 1.8 twin

– adjustable rear aperture with five (5) colour filters  
 (C41 blue, grey,yellow, peach, and brown) and a polar- 
 ization filter. 
– front sight globe polarization filter insert. 
– in combination this system produces optimal sight   
 picture contrast and is infinitely variable for   
 eyes, lighting and range conditions. 
– sight alignment clarity and contrast around the front  
 sight globe in the rear sight remains bright and sharp

sight 1.8 performance
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 229.00 Dp in euros: 152.99

19204002

rrp in euros: 153.00 Dp in euros: 102.21
19205001

rrp in euros: 153.00 Dp in euros: 102.21

– adjustable rear aperture specially made for  
 "senior Class" competitors
– large numbers and unique knurled knob design for   
 quick adjustments
– integrated five (5) filter system in light gray, gray,  
 C41 blue, yellow and peach 
– to aid visual acuity a 1.5 magnification can be attached

sight 1.8 senior

19204001

– Micrometer peepsight with a very small frontal profile  
 specially recommended for use with the MEC free sight. 
– integrated five (5) filter system (gray, dark gray,  
 C41 blue,yellow and peach)

sight 1.8 tiny

rrp in euros: 98.00 Dp in euros: 65.47
19205002

– adjustable rear aperture specially made for  
 „senior Class“ competitors
– large numbers and unique knurled knob design for   
 quick adjustments
– integrated five (5) filter system in light gray, gray,  
 C41 blue, yellow and peach 
– to aid visual acuity a 1.5 magnification can be attached
– inclusive 1.5 magnification

sight 1.8 senior with optic

– iris aperture short, compact and transparent
– iris aperture with adjustmentrange 0.8 – 1.8 mm
– very small and spezial frontal profile
– recommended for rearsight spy and  
 sight base 10 – 50

sight 1.8 crystal
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rrp in euros: 90.00 Dp in euros: 60.13
19204004

rrp in euros: 45.00 Dp in euros: 30.06

19204003

– standard iris-disc 0.8 – 1.8 mm 
– Easy read large numbers 
– short design

sight basic startline

– iris-disc with 3 colour filter 
– filter colours: yellow, C41 blue, gray 
– Easy read large numbers

sight filter startline
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 59.00 Dp in euros: 39.42

19110001 + colour

– adjustment range: 0.5 – 3.0 mm
– Even more precise
– improved handling due to colour & polarization filter  
 control rings
– standard version
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 basic

sight 3.0 – standard basic / filter / pol / Combi

rrp in euros: 119.00 Dp in euros: 79.50

19111001 + colour

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

– iris aperture with special 5 colour filter:  
 gray, dark gray, yellow, green, C41 blue
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 filter

adjustment iris

3 colour filter

5 colour filter

10 colour filter

polarization 
anti reflection

polarization  
bright / dark

polarization  
bright / dark in  
front sight

optic balance from 
 -4.5 to +4.5 and 1.5 times 
magnification

precision iris with 15 discs, interchangeable sight covers, insertable filter, 
polished coloured glass filters, individual colour filter variety available upon request.
integrated clamp element for covering the eye. thread: M 9,5 x 1
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rrp in euros: 115.00 Dp in euros: 76.83

19112001 + colour

– iris aperture with integrated polarization-filter
– black eye guard
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 pol

rrp in euros: 146.00 Dp in euros: 97.54
19113001 + colour

rrp in euros: 136.00 Dp in euros: 90.85

19114001 + colour

– standard version
– Extreme compact optic system that elegantly conforms  
 to the shape of the gun
– optic balance from -4.5 to +4.5
– 1.5 times magnification
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 basic optic

rrp in euros: 188.00 Dp in euros: 125.60
19115001 + colour

– iris aperture with 5 color filter:  
 gray, dark gray, yellow, green and C41 blue
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 filter optic

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

– iris aperture with integrated 5 colour and  
 polarizationfilter
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0 combi
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sightssights

– iris aperture with integrated polarization-filter 
– Extreme compact optic system that elegantly conforms  
 to the shape of the gun
– optic balance from -4.5 to +4.5
– 1.5 times magnification
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0  
pol optic

rrp in euros: 177.00 Dp in euros: 118.25

19116001 + colour

– iris aperture with integrated 5 colour and polarization- 
 filter
– Extreme compact optic system that elegantly conforms  
 to the shape of the gun
– optic balance from -4.5 to +4.5
– 1.5 times magnification
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

sight 3.0  
combi optic

rrp in euros: 215.00 Dp in euros: 143.63
19117001 + colour

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r

adapter series ok i-ii
double thread adapter  
for more flexibility.

iris aperture series sight 1.8 super ar i
our sight 1.8 super ar range takes  
sight technology to a whole new level.

iris aperture series sight 1,8 super ar ii
includes uv-400 filter coating.

these new proDucts
can be found on pages 9-10.
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sights

– to check the exact fit of the shooting-glases yourself
– to optimize and check the exact adjustement of your  
 cheek piece
– do you aim exact with the middle of your pupil through  
 the iris-disc?

rrp in euros: 42.00 Dp in euros: 28.06

mirror

– to check the exact fit of the shooting-glases yourself
– to optimize and check the exact adjustement of your  
 cheek piece
– do you aim exact with the middle of your pupil through  
 the iris-disc?
– only for 1.8 tiny!

rrp in euros: 33.00 Dp in euros: 22.05

mirror tiny

sights

19903020 19903022

– to check the exact fit of the shooting-glases yourself
– to optimize and check the exact adjustement of your  
 cheek piece
– do you aim exact with the middle of your pupil through  
 the iris-disc?
– only for startline filter series

rrp in euros: 33.00 Dp in euros: 22.05

mirror startline

19903021

iris apErturE aCCEssoriEs

– to check the exact fit of the shooting-glases yourself
– to optimize and check the exact adjustement of your  
 cheek piece
– do you aim exact with the middle of your pupil through  
 the iris-disc?
– sight ring with mirror for iris discs from other  
 manufacturers

mirror stranger

rrp in euros: 52.00 Dp in euros: 34.74

19903020-gk
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cylinder corr.

19940058 -0.25

19940059 -0.50

19940060 -0.75

19940061 -1.00

19940062 -1.25

19940063 -1.50

– refiting angled eyepiece
– Eyepiece rotating 360°
– suitable for shooters with handicap

rrp in euros: 149.00 Dp in euros: 99.54

prisma

– refitable optic-system
– fits on each centra iris aperture
– optic balance from-4.5 to +4.5
– 1.5 times magnification

rrp in euros: 94.00 Dp in euros: 62.80

hawk 4.5

19940039 19908020

– adaptor to admit your lense
– rotating 360° to adjust individuell axix
– fits on original centra iris-discs

rrp in euros: 79.00 Dp in euros: 52.78

eagle

19940030

– adapter for astigmatism-lens
– adapter with integrated lens to correct astigmatism
– Mount between iris aperture and optic-system

rrp in euros: 52.00 Dp in euros: 34.74

eagle ii

prisma with 
sight 3.0 basic  
on diopter spy

cylinder corr.

19940064 -1.75

19940065 -2.00

19940066 -2.25

19940067 -2.50

19940068 -2.75

19940069 -3.00
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sights

– reacts to the surrounding light
– insertable colour filters
– for iris apertures with an integrated colour filter
– 5 rings
– Colours: yellow, blue, silver, green, red

uVp in euro: 25.00 Dp in euros: 16.70

interchangeable sight rings,
type small

– reacts to the surrounding light
– insertable colour filters
– for the basic iris aperture, makes it possible to insert  
 single colour filters
– 6 rings
– Colours: black, yellow, blue, silver, green, red

rrp in euros: 29.00 Dp in euros: 19.37

interchangeable sight rings,
type big

sights

19903000 19903010

19904001 light Gray

19904002 Gray

19904003 dark Gray

19904004 brown

19904005 Green

19904006 Yellow

19904007 orange

19904008 C41 blue

19904009 C41 uv

19904010 C41 peach

19904000 10 filter Set

– Easy to clean, extendable
– iris aperture remains extremely short (for those who  
 wear glasses)

10 filters: rrp in euros: 79.00 Dp in euros: 52.77

colour filter inserts / filter set

1 filter: rrp in euros: 12.00 Dp in euros: 8.02

iris apErturE aCCEssoriEs

our new proDuct
synthetic aperture ring can be found on page 10.

new
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rrp in euros: 29.00 Dp in euros: 19.37
shows optional extras:  
spy short, sight 1.8 basic

19902009

rrp in euros: 38.00 Dp in euros: 25.39

– non-aiming eye cover
– like flap
– Multiadjustable, including variable distance between  
 cover and eye 

flap VD

shows optional extras:  
spy long, sight 1.8 basic

19902010

rrp in euros: 19.00 Dp in euros: 12.69

– stationary iris disc with a clamp device for eye blinders
– delivery includes eye blinder
– fits all current optical sights 

Disc

19021001

– Eye-blinder (rifle shooters)
– simple fitting 
– Colours: beige, transparent 

rrp in euros: 10.00 Dp in euros: 6.68

strasser

19902007 beige

19902008 transparent

– simple fitting 
– Colours: white, transparent

rrp in euros: 9.00 Dp in euros: 6.01

eye coVer 30 mm

19902003 white

19902004 transparent              

– non-aiming eye cover
– for sight 1.8 tiny and original iris discs  
 "made by centra"
– Multiadjustable 

flap
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sightssights

adjustablE front ring sights

– umschaltbares absehen von fadenkreuz auf   
 Querbalken 
– gleichbleibende ringbreite
– iris-ringkorn vario M18 x 0,5 mm oder M22 x 0,5 mm
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

rrp in euros: 109.00 Dp in euros: 72.82

Vario

m18
19502201 + colour 2.3-4.3 1.6 mm

19502202 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

19502203 + colour 2.8-4.8 2.0 mm

19502204 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

m22
19502501 + colour 2.3-4.3 1.6 mm

19502502 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

19502503 + colour 2.8-4.8 2.0 mm

19502504 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

19500506 + colour 5.0-7.0 2.0 mm

19502505 + colour 5.0-7.5 2.0 mm

– price worthy standard variety
– iris front sight ring beam M18 0.5 mm or M22 0.5 mm
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

rrp in euros: 100.00 Dp in euros: 66.81

stanDarD Variety

m18
19500201 + colour 2.3-4.3 1.6 mm

19500202 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

19500203 + colour 2.8-4.8 2.0 mm

19500204 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

m22
19500501 + colour 2.3-4.3 1,6 mm

19500502 + colour 2.8-4.8 1,6 mm

19500503 + colour 2.8-4.8 2,0 mm

19500504 + colour 3.8-5.8 2,0 mm

rrp in euros: 83.00 Dp in euros: 55.45

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r
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– polished coloured glass
– ring width remains the same
– iris front sight with unmarked iris M18 x 0.5 mm or   
 M22 x 0.5 mm
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

iris filter glass 
front ring sight

– polished glass 
– ring width remains the same
– iris front sight with unmarked iris M18 x 0.5 mm or   
 M22 x 0.5 mm
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

iris glass front sight

m18 m22
19504238 + colour 19504521 + colour 2.3-3.3 1.2 mm

19504239 + colour 19504522 + colour 2.8-3.8 1.2 mm

19504240 + colour 19504523 + colour 3.8-4.8 1.2 mm

19504241 + colour 19504524 + colour 2.3-3.3 1.2 mm

19504242 + colour 19504525 + colour 2.8-3.8 1.2 mm

19504243 + colour 19504526 + colour 3.8-4.8 1.2 mm

19504244 + colour 19504527 + colour 2.3-3.3 1.2 mm

19504245 + colour 19504528 + colour 2.8-3.8 1.2 mm

19504246 + colour 19504529 + colour 3.8-4.8 1.2 mm

rrp in euros: 149.00 Dp in euros: 99.54

rrp in euros: 119.00 Dp in euros: 79.50

rrp in euros: 130.00 Dp in euros: 86.85

m18 m22
19504229 + colour 19504512 + colour 2.3-3.3 1.2 mm

19504230 + colour 19504513 + colour 2.8-3.8 1.2 mm

19504232 + colour 19504515 + colour 3.4-4.4 1.2 mm

19504231 + colour 19504514 + colour 3.8-4.8 1.2 mm

rrp in euros: 119.00 Dp in euros: 79.50

m18 m22
19504200 + colour 19504500 + colour 1.8-4.3 1.6 mm

19504201 + colour 19504501 + colour 2.3-4.3 1.6 mm

19504202 + colour 19504502 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

m18 m22
19504203 + colour 19504503 + colour 2.8-4.8 2.0 mm

19504204 + colour 19504504 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

19504234 + colour 19504535 + colour 5.0-7.0 2.0 mm

19504530 + colour 6.5-8.5 2.0 mm

19504531 + colour 8.0-10.0 2.0 mm

rrp in euros: 146.00 Dp in euros: 97.54

m18 m22
19504211 + colour 19504506 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

19504213 + colour 19504508 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

19504215 + colour 19504510 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

m18 m22
19504210 + colour 19504505 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

19504212 + colour 19504507 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

19504214 + colour 19504509 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

rrp in euros: 146.00 Dp in euros: 97.54

si
s
b
r

si
s
b
r
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sightssights

– adjustable front-sightring with square outline
– simple setting of cantangles without any tool due the  
 fact that the axis swivels
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

rrp in euros: 139.00 Dp in euros: 92.86

Vario square

– ability to change from cross hair to beam
– simple setting of cant angles without any tool due to   
 the fact that the axis swivels
– Exact reproduction of different cant angles by scaling
– M18 x 0.5 mm or M22 x 0.5 mm
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

Vario swing

rrp in euros: 119.00 Dp in euros: 79.50

m18 m22
19602201 + colour 19603501 + colour 2.3-4.3 1.6 mm

19602202 + colour 19603502 + colour 2.8-4.8 1.6 mm

m18 m22
19602204 + colour 19603504 + colour 2.8-4.8 2.0 mm

19602206 + colour 19603506 + colour 3.8-5.8 2.0 mm

19603508 + colour 5.0-7.5 2.0 mm

m18 m22
19603517 + colour 19603514 + colour 2.8-4.8

19603511 + colour 19603513 + colour 3.8-5.8

19603510 + colour 5.0-7.5

rrp in euros: 139.00 Dp in euros: 92.86

– adjustable front-sightring with square outline
– polished glass
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

square glass

m18 m22
19504205 + colour 19504207 + colour 2.8-4.8

19504206 + colour 19504208 + colour 3.8-5.8

19504532 + colour 6.5-8.5

19504533 + colour 8.0-10.0
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duo front ring sights

– polished glass 
– insertable cross pin for cant control  
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

Duo-glass

– ability to switch the sight from cross hair to cross   
 beam
– Colours: silver (si), black (s), blue (b), red (r)

Duo-Vario

rrp in euros: 178.00 Dp in euros: 118.92 rrp in euros: 178.00 Dp in euros: 118.92

m18 m22 anschütz
19702002 + colour 19712002 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19702005 + colour 19712005 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

m18 m22 feinwerkbau
19702008 + colour 19712008 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19702011 + colour 19712011 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

m18 m22 walther
19702014 + colour 19712014 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19702017 + colour 19712017 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

m18 m22 anschütz
19704002 + colour 19714002 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19704005 + colour 19714005 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

m18 m22 feinwerkbau
19704008 + colour 19714008 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19704011 + colour 19714011 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

m18 m22 walther
19704014 + colour 19714014 + colour 2.8-4.8 in / 6.4-9.0 out

19704017 + colour 19714017 + colour 3.8-5.8 in / 7.6-10.2 out

separate adjustments of the inside and outside diameter resulting in variable ring widths, 
simple setting of canting angles by means of the swiveling tunnel, scaling makes it easier to 
reproduce canting angles
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sightssights

unMarKEd front ring sights

rrp in euros: 21.00 Dp in euros: 14.03

– suitable for score Crystal

high enD crystal

rrp in euros: 33.50 Dp in euros: 22.38
Coloured glass: order example on the left

Clear glass: order example on the left

– front sight insert, able to rotate on its own axle without  
 any tool
– available in M18 and M22 

front sight

rrp in euros: 30.00 Dp in euros: 20.04

m18 m22 sight width
19320024 19350024 2.4 mm

19320026 19350026 2.6 mm

19320028 19350028 2.8 mm

19320030 19350030 3.0 mm

rrp in euros: 19.50 Dp in euros: 13.02

– polished glass
– refractive free front sight insert
– suitable for large caliber
– different ring widths
available sizes:  M18 and M22
diameter 3.0 – 7.5 in 0.1 mm steps
ring widths 1.0 – 1.4 in 0.1 mm steps 
only M22!!: diameter 7.6 – 10.0 in 0.1 mm steps

high enD circle

rrp in euros: 29.50 Dp in euros: 19.71
Coloured glass: order example below

Clear glass: order example below

available sizes: M18 and M22
diameter 3.0. – 7.5 in 0.1 mm steps
ring width 2.6 mm

high enD 2.6

rrp in euros: 20.50 Dp in euros: 13.70

only M22!!: diameter 3.0 – 10.0 in 0.1 mm steps

order example below

for crystal please write "crystal"!

1 9 4 2 3 4 1 4 C
+ colour
c = Clear
y = yellow
r = red
b = blue

ring 
width
1.0 = 10
1.4 = 14

thread
M18 = 2
M22 = 5

Diameter 
3.4 = 34
4.2 = 42

order example for high End Circle, 2.6 & Crystal

front sight developed for benchrest shooting 
– polished glass with metal square insert
– M18 and M22 available from 3.0 mm – 7.5 mm
– M22 also available in 7.6 mm – 10.0 mm

high enD square

rrp in euros: 21.50 Dp in euros: 14.36
order example above right

1 9 4 6 3 4 1 6

thread 
M18 = 6
M22 = 7

Dia-
meter 
3.4 = 34
4.2 = 42
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rrp in euros: 73.00 Dp in euros: 55.45

transparent housing for maximum brightness
– infinetly variable, swivels on the axel
– insertable cross pins for tilt control
– available in M18 and M22 

score crystal

m18 m22
19913506 + colour 19913511 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19913507 + colour 19913512 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19913508 + colour 19913513 + colour wAlTHer

19913509 + colour 19913514 + colour STeYr

19913510 + colour 19913515 + colour HäMMerli

19913516 + colour 19913517 + colour MATCH 54

shows optional 
extra high End 
Crystal

front-sight tunnel, designed for the new issf final-rules
– sclamping element from steel
– Quick installation without tool by special screws
– applicable cross pins for tilt control rrp in euros: 85.00 Dp in euros: 56.79

tunnel score speeD

m18 m22
19906234 + colour 19906240 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906235 + colour 19906241 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906236 + colour 19906242 + colour wAlTHer

19906237 + colour 19906243 + colour STeYr

19906238 + colour 19906244 + colour bleiker

19906239 + colour 19906245 + colour MATCH 54

– Exact reproduction of different cant angles by scaling
– small vertical reference bar
– available in M18 and M22

– novel wooden box, in laminated grey wood
– for 10 high End frontsight inserts
– available in M18 and M22 

front sight box wooD

rrp in euros: 49.00 Dp in euros: 32.74
M18 . 19909000
M22 . 19909001
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sightssights

– like score, plus integrated sight elevation of 8 mm 

score plus

tunnel 
rrp in euros: 77.00 Dp in euros: 51.44
With diopter elevation
rrp in euros: 105.00 Dp in euros: 70.15

tunnel with diopter elevation m18
19906011 + colour 19913201 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906012 + colour 19913202 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906013 + colour 19913203 + colour wAlTHer

19906014 + colour 19913204 + colour STeYr

19906015 + colour 19913205 + colour HäMMerli

19906022 + colour 19913212 + colour MATCH 54

19906023 + colour 19913213 + colour SuHler

tunnel with diopter elevation m22
19906211 + colour 19913501 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906212 + colour 19913502 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906213 + colour 19913503 + colour wAlTHer

19906214 + colour 19913504 + colour STeYr

19906215 + colour 19913505 + colour HäMMerli

19906216 + colour 19913506 + colour MATCH 54

19906217 + colour 19913507 + colour SuHler

– vertical adjustment range in 1 mm steps
– Elevation from 12 mm up to 26 mm
– realize a special slim sight picture
– Compatible with rear-sight elevation block-max and 
 block-club
– available in M18 and M22  

score hr 12 mm  

26 mm  

tunnel with diopter elevation m18
19906016 + colour 19913206 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906017 + colour 19913207 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906018 + colour 19913208 + colour wAlTHer

19906019 + colour 19913209 + colour STeYr

19906020 + colour 19913210 + colour HäMMerli

19906021 + colour 19913211 + colour MATCH 54

tunnel with diopter elevation m22
19906228 + colour 19913516 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906229+ colour 19913517 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906230 + colour 19913518 + colour wAlTHer

19906231 + colour 19913519 + colour STeYr

19906232 + colour 19913520 + colour HäMMerli

19906233 + colour 19913521 + colour MATCH 54

tunnel 
rrp in euros: 98.00 Dp in euros: 65.47
With diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 169.00 Dp in euros: 112.90

– infinetly variable, swivels on the axel without any tool
– insertable cross pin for tilt control
– Exact reproduction of different canting angles  
 by scaling rrp in euros: 69.00 Dp in euros: 46.10

score

m18 m22
19906001 + colour 19906201 + colour ANSCHÜTZ

19906002 + colour 19906202 + colour feiNwerkbAu

19906003 + colour 19906203 + colour wAlTHer

19906004 + colour 19906204 + colour STeYr

19906005 + colour 19906205 + colour HäMMerli

19906006 + colour 19906206 + colour MATCH 54

19906007 + colour 19906207 + colour SuHler

– small vertical reference bar 
– available in M18 and M22  
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shows rotary 
with the  
duo-glass
front ring 
sight

– antiglaretube for front-sight-tunnel  
– additinal female thread to mount coloured glases,   
 spirit-bubbler, eagle eyes

antiglare-tube

– for front sight tunnel score and score Crystal
– for duo-front-sight-rings
– as well as for other custom made articles rrp in euros: 28.00 Dp in euros: 18.71

changeable sight DoVetails

Duo m18 Duo m22 score
199014201 199014501 199014701 ANSCHÜTZ

199014202 199014502 199014702 feiNwerkbAu

199014203 199014503 199014703 wAlTHer

199014204 199014504 199014704 STeYr

199014205 199014505 199014705 HäMMerli

– dovetail for exchange for centra score front  
 sight-tunnels

DoVetail score speeD

rrp in euros: 40.00 Dp in euros: 26.72

199014707 ANSCHÜTZ

199014708 feiNwerkbAu

199014709 wAlTHer

199014710 STeYr

199014711 bleiker

199014712 MATCH 54

19r00001 M18

19r00002 M22
– synthetic dust covers (pair) 
– supple, soft covers
– protect from dust, dirt and damage
– M22 fits iris aperture

rotary

rrp in euros: 4.90 Dp in euros: 3.27

19906301 M18

19906302 M22

rrp in euros: 23.50 Dp in euros: 15.70
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sightssights

spiritbubble, transparent, perfect perception
– adjustment without tools
– Exact reproduction of different cant angles by scaling
– two sizes: M18 and M22

leVel crystal

rrp in euros: 63.00 Dp in euros: 42.09

internal mounted spirit level 
– adjustment without tools
– Exact reproduction of different cant angles by scaling
– integrated antiglare tube
– two sizes: M18 and M22 

leVel 2

illuminator for bubble levels
– With adjustable brightness
– includes on/off switch
– two sizes: M18 and M22

lib-light

rrp in euros: 63.00 Dp in euros: 42.09

uVp in euro: 66,00 Dp in euros: 44.09

19907302 M18

19907305 M22

19907301 + colour M18

19907401 + colour M22

– adjustment without tools
– Exact reproduction of different cant angles by scaling
– two sizes: M18 and M22

rrp in euros: 56.00 Dp in euros: 37.41

leVel

19907001 + colour M18

19907201 + colour M22

19907003 M18

19907203 M22

shows optional extra
score Crystal and 
high End Crystal

shows optional extra  
level and duo-glas
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– for more precision during pre-aiming
– adjustable without a tool
– simple aid to improve your results
– for M18 only

peak

rrp in euros: 49.00 Dp in euros: 32.74

artificial horizont to check canting
– adjustable without a tool
– for fix front-sights  
 (score, high End, polarizer, filter fs) 

rrp in euros: 52.00 Dp in euros: 34.74

arthor

19940020 M18

19940022 M22

19940028

shows optional
extra duo vario
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sightssights

19940026 M18

19940027 M22

– polarization filter insert for the front sight globe
– Combines with polarization in the rear sight to elimi-  
 nate glare and optimize the contrast of the sight   
 picture reference area.

polarizer single

– two (2) polarization filter inserts for the front sight   
 globe
– Manipulating the two filters adjusts the sight picture for  
 optimum contrast
– sight alignment reference area around the rear sight  
 globe in the rear aperture remains clear

rrp in euros: 48.00 Dp in euros: 32.07

polarizer Double

rrp in euros: 24.00 Dp in euros: 16.03

19940024 M18

19940025 M22

Color filter glass for front-sight-tunnel
– With female thread for spirit level or eagle eye
– for a better sight picture contrast
– fit for all current frontsight-tunnels and duos

filter fs

– hochwertiges glasmaterial aus baK-4 mit höchster   
 lichtdurchlässigkeit
– superentspiegelt 
– Mit innengewinde
– leicht wechselbar dank spezieller halteadapter
– lieferbar in M18 und M22 

mec eagle-eye change

rrp in euros: 25.00 Dp in euros: 16.70

m18 m22

27605 27610 Set 0.3, 0.5, 0.75

27601 27606 Adapter

27602 27607 0.3 diopters

27603 27608 0.5 diopters

27611 27612 0.6 diopters

27604 27609 0.75 diopters

rrp in euros: 105.00 Dp in euros: 70.15

rrp in euros: 30.00 Dp in euros: 20.04

m18
19940031 + colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940033 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

19940035 + colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940037 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

19940052 + colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940054 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

m22
19940032 + colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940034 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

19940078 + colour front sights 6.5-10.0

19940036 + colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940038 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

19940079 + colour front sights 6.5-10.0

19940053+ colour front sights 3.0-4.8

19940055 + colour front sights 4.9-7.0

19940080 + colour front sights 6.5-10.0

rrp in euros: 28.50 Dp in euros: 19.04
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rrp in euros: 39.00 Dp in euros: 26.05

– visuell multilayer gecoated special-glas
– With female thread for spirit bubble 
– available in M18 and M22 

eagle eye

– for score Crystal 
– With female thread for spirit bubble
– available in M18 and M22

eagle eye crystal

– integrated adjustable Eagle Eye
– short Construction
– Combination with adjustable front sight rings possible  
 (shorter than 50 mm at ar) 

front sight optic Vario-integral

– adjustable Eagle Eye, adjustment range 0.1 to 0.5   
 diopters, stepless

front sight optic Vario

rrp in euros: 109.00 Dp in euros: 72.82

19915506 M18

19915507 M22

rrp in euros: 159.00 Dp in euros: 106.22

m18 m22
19915508 19915509 ANSCHÜTZ

19915523 19915524 feiNwerkbAu

19915525 19915526 wAlTHer

rrp in euros: 44.50 Dp in euros: 30.02

m18 m22 diopters
19915203 19915503 0.3

19915205 19915505 0.5

19915207 19915527 0.75

m18 m22 diopters

19915528 19915529 0.6

rrp in euros: 36.50 Dp in euros: 24.38

m18 m22 diopters

19915530 19915531 0.6

m18 m22 diopters
19915209 19915501 0.3

19915208 19915502 0.5

19915210 19915500 0.75

rrp in euros: 42.00 Dp in euros: 28.02
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sightssights

sight ElEvation

– suitable for all current competition guns

– Elevation of 8 mm

block 8

– suitable for all current competition guns
– Elevation of 4 mm

block 4

Complete 
rrp in euros: 38.00 Dp in euros: 25.39
diopter elevation
rrp in euros: 21.50 Dp in euros: 14.36
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 16.50 Dp in euros: 11.02

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19912101 19910101 block 4/A/k ANSCHÜTZ

19912102 19910102 block 4/f/k feiNwerkbAu

19912103 19910103 block 4/w/k wAlTHer

19912104 19910104 block 4/S/k STeYr

19912105 19910105 block 4/w/k HäMMerli

Complete
rrp in euros: 58.00 Dp in euros: 38.75
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 31.50 Dp in euros: 21.04
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 27.00 Dp in euros: 18.04

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19912201 19910201 19910201/k ANSCHÜTZ

19912202 19910202 19910202/k feiNwerkbAu

19912203 19910203 19910203/k wAlTHer

19912204 19910204 19910204/k STeYr

19912205 19910205 19910205/k HäMMerli

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19913902 19913907 19913912 ANSCHÜTZ

19913903 19913908 19913913 feiNwerkbAu

19913904 19913909 19913914 wAlTHer

19913905 19913910 19913915 STeYr

19913906 19913911 19913916 HäMMerli

18 mm  

27 mm  

– vertical adjustment of the sightline, base height 18 mm
– vertical adjustment ranges from 18 mm to 27 mm in  
 increments of 1 mm

block max

– vertical and horizontal adjustment of the sightline
– base height of 10 mm
– vertical adjustment in 4 mm increments up to final   
 height of 22 mm
– one maximum horizontal offset out to 4 mm

– rear-sight-dovetail can shift 25 mm

block club

rrp in euros: 79.00 Dp in euros: 52.78

Complete 
rrp in euros: 126.00 Dp in euros: 84.18
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 70.00 Dp in euros: 46.76
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 60.00 Dp in euros: 40.08

19915901 ANSCHÜTZ

19915900 MATCH 54

19915902 feiNwerkbAu

19915903 wAlTHer

19915904 STeYr

19915905 HäMMerli

22 mm

 10 mm  
4 mm  
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– vertical and horizontal adjustment of the sightline
– infinite increments of horizontal offset out to a max- 
 imum of 8 mm
– vertical adjustment from a base of 22 mm to a final   
 height of 27 mm in 1 mm increments

track max

– infinitely variable side adjustment
– Elevation of 9 mm
– suitable for all current competition guns

track

Complete 
rrp in euros: 94.00 Dp in euros: 62.80
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 61.00 Dp in euros: 40.75
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 42.00 Dp in euros: 28.06

Complete 
rrp in euros: 173.00 Dp in euros: 115.58
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 103.00 Dp in euros: 68.81
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 79.00 Dp in euros: 52.78

universal sight elevation of 8 mm 
– variable width
– fits for ansChütz, fWb and WalthEr

raiser

rrp in euros: 63.00 Dp in euros: 42.09

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19912901 19912901/d 19912901/k ANSCHÜTZ

19912900 19912900/d 19912900/k MATCH 54

19912902 19912902/d 19912902/k feiNwerkbAu

19912903 19912903/d 19912903/k wAlTHer

19912904 19912904/d 19912904/k STeYr

19912905 19912905/d 19912905/k HäMMerli

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19914900 MATCH 54

19914901 19914906 19914911 ANSCHÜTZ

19914902 19914907 19914912 feiNwerkbAu

19914903 19914908 19914913 wAlTHer

19914904 19914909 19914914 STeYr

19914905 19914910 19914915 HäMMerli

19940040
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sightssights

– installation without tool
– base height of 10 mm
– vertical adjustment in 4 mm increments up to final   
 height of 22 mm
– one maximum horizontal offset out to 4 mm
– rear-sight-dovetail can shift 25 mm 

block club speeD

– raiser block quick installation kit 
– installation without tools
– suitable for all current competition guns

– Elevation of 8 mm 

block 8 speeD

Complete
rrp in euros: 89.00 Dp in euros: 59.46
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 49.00 Dp in euros: 32.74 rrp in euros: 116.00 Dp in euros: 77.50

screw and clamping set for raiser blocks
– Quick installation without tools by special screws
– fits: block 8, block-Club, block-Max, tele-flight

scope of delivery:  
3 screws, 1 nut, 1 clamp

speeD-kit block x

complete Diopter elevation
19917941 19917946 ANSCHÜTZ

19917942 19917947 feiNwerkbAu

19917943 19917948 wAlTHer

19917944 19917949 bleiker

19917945 19917950 STeYr

19917975 19917976 MATCH 54

– raiser block quick installation kit
– installation without tools 
– base height of 18 mm
– vertical adjustment ranges from 18 mm to 27 mm in   
 increments of 1 mm 

block max speeD

rrp in euros: 156.00 Dp in euros: 104.22

19917951 ANSCHÜTZ

19917952 feiNwerkbAu

19917953 wAlTHer

19917954 bleiker

19917955 STeYr

19917956 MATCH 54

rrp in euros: 36.00 Dp in euros: 24.05

19917939

19917956 ANSCHÜTZ

19917957 feiNwerkbAu

19917958 wAlTHer

19917959 bleiker

19917960 STeYr

19917973 MATCH 54
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screw and clamping set for raiser blocks
– fits track, track-Max
scope of delivery: 3 screws

speeD-kit track x

raiser block quick installation kit 
– installation without tools
– infinitely variable side adjustment
– Elevation of 9 mm
– suitable for all current competition guns

track speeD

rrp in euros: 118.00 Dp in euros: 78.83

19917956 ANSCHÜTZ

19917957 feiNwerkbAu

19917958 wAlTHer

19917959 bleiker

19917960 STeYr

19917973 MATCH 54

raiser block quick installation kit
– installation without tools
– infinite increments of horizontal offset out to a  
 maximum of 8 mm
– vertical adjustment from a base of 22 mm to a final   
 height of 27 mm in 1 mm increments 

track max speeD

rrp in euros: 189.00 Dp in euros: 126.26

19917966 ANSCHÜTZ

19917967 feiNwerkbAu

19917968 wAlTHer

19917969 bleiker

19917970 STeYr

19917971 MATCH 54

rrp in euros: 28.00 Dp in euros: 18.71

19917940
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sightssights

– vertical pointing, height- and side adjustable sight   
 risers
– base height 19 mm
– vertical adjustment in 4 mm increments up to final   
 height of 27 mm with additional available accessories
– sight line can be vertically shifted up to 8 mm

track swing

Complete 
rrp in euros: 179.00 Dp in euros: 119.58
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 89.50 Dp in euros: 59.79
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 89.50 Dp in euros: 59.79

– vertical pointing, height- and side adjustable sight   
 risers
– base height 17 mm
– vertical adjustment in 4 mm increments up to final   
 height of 25 mm with additional available accessories
– sight line can be vertically shifted up to 4 mm

block swing

Complete
rrp in euros: 129.00 Dp in euros: 86.18
diopter elevation
rrp in euros: 64.50 Dp in euros: 43.10
tunnel elevation 
rrp in euros: 64.50 Dp in euros: 43.10

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19916901 19916901d 19916901k ANSCHÜTZ

19916900 19916900d 19916900k MATCH 54

19916902 19916902d 19916902k feiNwerkbAu

19916903 19916903d 19916903k wAlTHer

19916904 19916904d 19916904k STeYr

19916906 19916906d 19916906k HäMMerli

19916907 19916907d 19916907k bleiker

25 mm

21 mm

17 mm  

27 mm

23 mm

19 mm  

8 mm  

complete Diopter elevation tunnel elev.
19917901 19917901d 19917901k ANSCHÜTZ

19917900 19917900d 19917900k MATCH 54

19917902 19917902d 19917902k feiNwerkbAu

19917903 19917903d 19917903k wAlTHer

19917904 19917904d 19917904k STeYr

19917905 19917906d 19917906k HäMMerli

19917906 19917907d 19917907k bleiker
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– for the rising to 23 mm or 27 mm 

track swing-set up

rrp in euros: 49.00 Dp in euros: 32.74

– to upgrade from track to track swing

track upgraDe

rrp in euros: 89.00 Dp in euros: 59.46

– to upgrade from block Club to block swing

block club upgraDe

rrp in euros: 79.00 Dp in euros: 52.78

– for the rising to 21 mm or 25 mm

block swing-set up

rrp in euros: 45.00 Dp in euros: 30.06

19916908 4 mm

19916909 8 mm

basic (17 mm)
19916918 ANSCHÜTZ

19916919 feiNwerkbAu

19916920 wAlTHer

19916921 STeYr

19916922 HäMMerli

19916933 bleiker

19916934 MATCH 54

+ 4 mm (21 mm)
19916923 ANSCHÜTZ

19916924 feiNwerkbAu

19916925 wAlTHer

19916926 STeYr

19916927 HäMMerli

19916935 bleiker

19916936 MATCH 54

+ 8 mm (25 mm)
19916928 ANSCHÜTZ

19916929 feiNwerkbAu

19916930 wAlTHer

19916931 STeYr

19916932 HäMMerli

19916937 bleiker

19916938 MATCH 54

19917907 4 mm

19917908 8 mm

basic (19 mm)
19917918 ANSCHÜTZ

19917919 feiNwerkbAu

19917920 wAlTHer

19917921 STeYr

19917922 HäMMerli

19917933 bleiker

19917934 ANS. MATCH 54

+ 4 mm (23 mm)
19917923 ANSCHÜTZ

19917924 feiNwerkbAu

19917925 wAlTHer

19917926 STeYr

19917927 HäMMerli

19917935 bleiker

19917936 MATCH 54

+ 8 mm (27 mm)
19917928 ANSCHÜTZ

19917929 feiNwerkbAu

19917930 wAlTHer

19917931 STeYr

19917932 HäMMerli

19917937 bleiker

19917938 MATCH 54
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sightssights

– accessory to allow a further extention of your front sight

block swing-flight

rrp in euros: 39.00 ek in euro: 26,05

19916913 ANSCHÜTZ

19916914 feiNwerkbAu

19916915 wAlTHer

19916916 STeYr

19916917 HäMMerli

– accessory to allow a further extention of your front-sight

track swing-flight

rrp in euros: 47.00 ek in euro: 31,40

19917913 ANSCHÜTZ

19917914 feiNwerkbAu

19917915 wAlTHer

19917916 STeYr

19917917 HäMMerli

– variable sight-shift with micro-adjustment of front   
 sight-shift
– facilitates simple and precise set up of front sightshift 

eye ii rail pro
Complete
rrp in euros: 298.00 Dp in euros: 199.08
separate front sight-shift
rrp in euros: 159.00 Dp in euros: 106.22

complete front sight-shift

19908021 19908024 ANSCHÜTZ

19908022 19908025 feiNwerkbAu

19908023 19908026 wAlTHer

– individual adjustment for your eye distance
– swivelling around axis of barrel
– locating-ring for easy montage and demontage
– Weight: 245 g

eye ii clamp

rrp in euros: 259.00 Dp in euros: 173.03
*diameter of barrel

air-rifle small bore .22
19908010 19908110 +* ANSCHÜTZ

19908011 19908111 +* feiNwerkbAu

19908012 19908112 +* wAlTHer

– rearsight can be mounted on original dovetail of  
 your rifle

eye ii rail

rrp in euros: 250.00 Dp in euros: 167.02

19908013 ANSCHÜTZ

19908014 feiNwerkbAu

19908015 wAlTHer
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rrp in euros: 293.00 Dp in euros: 195.74

MeC 27510

More flexibility of the sight picture
– the sight picture is unaltered: bright, brilliant, undistorted
– offers special comfort for benchrest shooting
– Ensures a comfortable head position
– design allows the observation of wind flags
– attachment requires no additional parts
– sight line can be continuously pivoted 360°
– Can be used on several rifles due to the separately   
 available coupling element
– Connection M9,5 x 1 for all common diopters and iris

mec swap comfort

rrp in euros: 115.00 Dp in euros: 76.83

MeC 27501

redirecting the sight picture with an offset of 65 mm to  
the better eye
– the sight picture is unaltered: bright, brilliant, undistorted
– distance between eye and diopter can be varied  
 between 40 and 70 mm
– design allows the observation of wind flags
– attachment requires no additional parts
– sight line can be continuously pivoted 360°
– separately available coupling element
– Connection M9,5 x 1 for all common diopters and iris 

mec swap

rrp in euros: 295.00 Dp in euros: 197.08

MeC 275

– Can be used on several rifles due to the separately   
 available coupling element

swap coupling element

new

proDuct 

Design
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sightssights

– stept block, brings the rear sight rearwards to the 
 shoulder

tele

rrp in euros: 89.00 Dp in euros: 59.46

19908001

ANSCHÜTZ

wAlTHer

STeYr

HäMMerli

19908002 feiNwerkbAu

Multifunctional elevation    
– height and side adjustable
– Max height: 22 mm
– Min height: 11 mm
– possible side adjustment 4 mm to the left and right
– possibility to mount a scope

tele flight

complete Diopter elevation
1990826 1990832 ANSCHÜTZ

1990827 1990833 feiNwerkbAu

1990828 1990834 wAlTHer

1990831 1990836 STeYr

1990830 1990835 HäMMerli

1990842 MATCH 54

Complete 
rrp in euros: 115.00 Dp in euros: 76.82
diopter elevation 
rrp in euros: 77.00 Dp in euros: 51.44

– to combine with tele hr

block 16 k

rrp in euros: 41.00 Dp in euros: 27.39

19915916 ANSCHÜTZ

19915917 feiNwerkbAu

19915918 wAlTHer

19915919 STeYr

19915920 HäMMerli

– stept block, brings the rear sight rearwards to the 
 shoulder. Multifunctional, dovetails on both sides
– integrated sight elevation 16 mm
– to combine with frontsight-elevation block 16k

tele hr

rrp in euros: 110.00 Dp in euros: 73.49

1990821

ANSCHÜTZ

wAlTHer

STeYr

HäMMerli

1990822 feiNwerkbAu
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shows optional extra 
sight tactic

sightssights

rrp in euros: 419.00 Dp in euros: 279.92

19077775

precision-flip-up sight for sport-shooting
– fits for piccatiny rail
– Elevation adjustment at front- and rearsight
– rearsight with windage adjustment
– rearsight with different holes on revolving disc
– option to mount a special iris-aperture
– frontsight with light fibre element
– Crosshair can simple dismantled
– Milled body from reinforced aluminium
– spindles, axles and clamp in steel

flip-up sport

rrp in euros: 348.00 Dp in euros: 232.49

19077776

precision-flip-up sight for sport-shooting
– fits for piccatiny rail
– rearsight with windage adjustment
– rearsight with different holes on revolving disc
– option to mount a special iris-aperture
– Milled body from reinforced aluminium
– spindles, axles and clamp in steel

flip-up tactic

rrp in euros: 98.00 Dp in euros: 65.47

19077777

special-iris aperature for centra flip-up sights
– adjustment range 0.8 – 2.2 mm 

sight tactic

– iris front sight ring beam
– M30 (un 1/4“ – 28)

goliath – 
for long range only

rrp in euros: 149.00 Dp in euros: 99.54

19600002 2.3-4.3

19600001 2.8-4.8

19600003 3.8-5.8

19600004 5.5-7.5

19600006 6.5-8.5

19600007 8.0-10.0
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– antiglare tube for goliath
– protecttion from light reflections and rain

sunshaDe

rrp in euros: 31.50 Dp in euros: 21.04

19906319

– With female thread for sunshade
– 0.3 and 0.5 available

eagle eye goliath

rrp in euros: 42.00 Dp in euros: 28.06

19915510 0.3

19915511 0.5
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sightssights

rrp in euros: 359.00 Dp in euros: 189.90

19077773

– lens diameter 44 mm
– parallaxfree: 50 m
– 1 Click 1/4 Moa
– Weight: 590 g
– including mount for 11 mm rail

3 – 12 x 44

rrp in euros: 179.00 Dp in euros: 89.90

19077772

– lens diameter 40 mm
– parallaxfree: 10 m to infinity
– 1 Click 1/4 Moa
– Weight: 555 g
– including mount for 11 mm rail

4 – 12 x 44 ao

fiEld targEt projECt
prototype
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shows optional extra  
scope tool 3 – 12 x 44

rrp in euros: 198.00 Dp in euros: 132.28

19940082

special mount for scope
– Extra-large rail for individual position of the scope
– adjustable tilt for different distances (50 m and 100 m)
– Weight: 170 g
– height: 35 mm
– fit for all common rifles

micro mount

adapter zeiss adapter simalux

19940071 Adapter Zeiss

19940072 Adapter Simaluxrrp in euros: 22.00 Dp in euros: 14.70

filter system for rifle-scopes
– Consists of two parts (adapter and filter body)
– Easy to exchange the coloured glass

filter zf 
19940073 Yellow

19940074 peach

19940075 brown

19940076 dark Gray

19940077 Greenrrp in euros: 62.00 Dp in euros: 41.42

filtersystem for rifle-scopes
– adapter for simalux
– adapter for zeiss

aDapter 
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Daniel BroDmeier 
5th Place at 2012 Olympics
World Cup winner 2013, USA
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ShOOting glASSES
 UltrA light

 FrAME glASSES

 FrAME glASSES StArtlinE

 hEAdbAnd glASSES

 MOnOClE

 ShiFt

 SUPPOrt SyStEM

 EyE blindErS

 nOSE PiECE

 iriS Unit And FiltErS

 SUitCASES

 AxiA

 tEArS AgAin
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ShOOting glASSESShOOting glASSES

ShOOting glASSES

When it comes to aiming, they are one of the most 
important tools a shooter has. the glasses rest directly 
on the nose and correct any deficiencies in the shooter’s 
eyesight. the most important element in a pair of 
shooting glasses is the lens, which corrects the physi-
cal anomalies of the eye. long sightedness (hyperopia), 
short sightedness (myopia) and astigmatism are the 
most common problems. Even very mild cases can affect 
a shooter’s ability to distinguish shapes. 

An optometrist or shooting optician can help you  
establish exactly how good or bad your eyesight is. 
if you are serious about shooting, you should visit an  
optician for a thorough examination. Some people are 
born with poor eyesight and don’t know any different. 
in such cases, a pair of glasses will do more than just 
enhance their visual perception – it will also tighten  
their shot group!

From the age of around forty, our eyesight starts to 
worsen. it’s all part of getting old but, nevertheless, it’s 
a good idea to have a check-up with an optometrist or 
shooting optician once a year from this point on. if your 
front sight and the target centre start to look oval, blurry 
or different in any other way, you should consult a spe-
cialist as soon as you can. that way, you should be able 
to get your target image and the white markings of the 
target back into focus.

normal vision:

Sharp image

Short-sighted:

Focus in front of retina

Concave lens

Sharp image

long sighted:

Focus beyond retina

Convex lens

Sharp image
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it is particularly important to ensure your correction  
lens has an anti-reflection coating. this will stop light re-
flecting off the glass surface and make the target image 
seem more brilliant. you should always get a super or 
broadband anti-reflection coating.

Coloured lenses can help to boost contrast under a range 
of difficult lighting conditions. however, shooters then 
have to cope with all the lighting scenarios they encoun-
ter using the filter colour they chose when buying their 
lens. Filter attachments offer a more versatile solution, 
as they are held in place over the lens by a magnet.

SPACing, AnglE, rOtAtiOn
in order for shooting glasses to correct the user’s sight 
as intended, they must be in perfect alignment with the 
sighting line during the aiming process. the lens must 
be exactly the right spacing from the eye and be oriented 
at 90° to the sighting line, both horizontally and vertically. 
the distance between your eye and your shooting lens 
is known as the “vertex distance” and should ideally be 
around 15 millimetres. in the case of shooting glasses, 
the anatomy of the head often makes it difficult to obtain 
this spacing. good shooting opticians will adjust the lens 
value to accommodate the actual vertex distance.  

lenses designed to correct astigmatism usually feature 
a small mark on the lens that indicates the correct axis 
orientation. this line often coincides with the closure on 
the lens holder (rim lock), which will usually be pointing 
down to the floor.

the stronger your lens prescription is, the more impor-
tant it is to ensure your glasses are correctly adjusted 
and your head properly positioned before each shot.

A concave mirror can be a useful tool when you want to 
check the adjustment of your shooting glasses and your 
stance. Attach it to the iris of your rearsight and it can 
fulfil several functions at the same time. For example, 
in order to see a clear reflection of your own eye, you 
will need to ensure your eye is always exactly the same 
distance from the iris (around 60 mm), and your pupil 
must appear at the centre of the mirror. that tells you 
instantly that your shooting glasses are adjusted properly 
and your stance is good. Finally, the mirror also provides 
more light, which many shooters feel improves aiming 
conditions. 

the lens significantly improves contrast and sharpness.
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ShOOting glASSES

MEC glAS 
FrAME glASSES
the MEC glas frame glasses captivates with its material 
mix of titanium / aluminum / stainless steel and is also 
equipped with the MEC glas quick-link. Just like with 
the MEC glas frame glasses ultra light this frame offers 
the quick-link to incorporate the MEC glas support sys-
tem and blinder, giving the user flexibility on the highest 
level. Again, all elements of this frame can be easily and 
steadily adjusted allowing the user precise adjustment 
for each shooting position.  

the length adjustable side pieces have spring hinges 
and comfortable silicone sport ends to offer the user 
great comfort. through their anatomically formed ends.
Upon desire you may use the Ultra light with all current 
MEC glas nose pieces and MEC glas blinders.

right left
70-410 -001 -014 23˝

70-410 -002 -013 37˝

RRP in euros: 186.00 DP in euros: 124.26

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm
– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece 

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS

right left
70-410 -003 -006 23˝

70-410 -004 -007 37˝

RRP in euros: 209.00 DP in euros: 139.63

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm 
– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece
– includes MEC glas cover iSSF 30 mm, available  
 in semi-transparent or grey 

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS
CoMPlete
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MEC glAS FrAME glASSES
UltrA light
the name says it – without attachments it weights only 
13 grams. the frame glasses ultra light is manufactured 
from a mix of titanium, beta-titanium and aluminum. 
the quick-link for the MEC glas support system and 
blinders offers flexibility on the highest level. the easy 
and steady adjustment of all elements allows  

the shooter to adjust the glasses individually to each  
shooting position. the length adjustable and highly  
flexible side pieces offer the user great comfort  
through their anatomically formed ends. Upon desire 
you may use the Ultra light with all current MEC glas 
nosepieces and MEC glas blinders.

RRP in euros: 221.00 DP in euros: 147.64

right left
70-430 -001 -007 23˝

70-430 -002 -008 37˝

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm
– includes height-adjustable MEC glas  
 nose piece Ultra-light

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS
ultRa-light

right left
70-430 -003 -005 23˝

70-430 -004 -006 37˝

RRP in euros: 244.00 DP in euros: 163.01

– Available as a right- or left-handed version  
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm 
– includes height adjustable MEC glas  
 nose piece Ultra-light
– includes MEC glas cover iSSF 30 mm,  
 available in semitransparent or grey 

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS
ultRa-light CoMPlete

MEC glas central mount 
Adjustable-
length 
temples

interchangeable  
MEC glas blinderMEC glas lens holder

interchangeable  
MEC glas holder  
system

Anatomically shaped 
sport temple tips  
for added  
flexibility  
and maximum  
comfort
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ShOOting glASSES

MEC glAS FrAME glASSES
StArtlinE
the MEC glas frame glasses startline is a simplified 
version of the frame glasses version. despite the lower 
price this light weight offers quality on the highest level 
and can be upgraded with elements of the MEC glas 

system at any time. it is also made of titanium, alumi-
num and stainless steel and is equipped with spring 
hinge sides and comfortable silicone sport ends. 

right left
70-440 -001 -002 23˝

70-440 -005 -006 37˝

RRP in euros: 131.00 DP in euros: 87.52

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm
– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece
System upgrades, optional:
– Quick-link for the MEC glas support system
– MEC glas blinder
– All current MEC glas nose pieces
– length adjustable MEC eyeglas side pieces 
– Eye blinder

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS 
StaRtline

right left
70-440 -009 -011 23˝

70-440 -010 -012 37˝

RRP in euros: 154.00 DP in euros: 102.88

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm
– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece
– includes MEC glas cover iSSF 30 mm, available in  
 semi-transparent or grey 
System upgrades, optional:
– See MEC glas Frame glasses Startline

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS  
StaRtline CoMPlete
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right left
70-440 -013 -015 23˝

70-440 -014 -016 37˝

RRP in euros: 162.00 DP in euros: 108.23

– Available as a right- or left-handed version

– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm

– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece
System upgrades, optional:

– Quick-link for the MEC glas support system

– MEC glas blinder

– All current MEC glas nose pieces

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS 
StaRtline CoMFoRt

right left
70-440 -017 -019 23˝

70-440 -018 -020 37˝

RRP in euros: 185.00 DP in euros: 123.59

– Available as a right- or left-handed version 

– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm 

– includes height-adjustable MEC glas nose piece

– includes MEC glas cover iSSF 30 mm, available  
 in semi-transparent or grey 

System upgrades, optional:

– like MEC glas Frame glasses Startline Comfort 

MeC glaS FRaMe glaSSeS 
StaRtline CoMFoRt CoMPlete

MEC glAS FrAME glASSES
StArtlinE COMFOrt
the MEC glas frame glasses startline comfort is the 
‚middle-class‘ model. the differences to the startline 
model are the adjustable side pieces with silicone sport 

ends which offer the shooter more comfort. this  
frame is also made from titanium, aluminum and  
stainless steel. 

Adjustable-
length temples

MEC glas lens holder

MEC glas blinder

Sport temple  
tips for maximum 
comfort
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ShOOting glASSES

MEC glAS hEAdbAnd glASSES
Our MEC glas headband glass is the alternative to the 
frames glasses version. the low-attrition material 
mixture provides the user with extreme wearing comfort 
and conforms to the Öko-tex Standard 100. the support 
is made from a special rubber band and its trimmings of 
easy-care amaretta.

the Velcro allows adjusting the glasses to the indivi-
dual’s head circumference. the exchangeable terrycloth 
inlet and the usual system upgrades such as the MEC 
glas blinders offers additional comfort.

right left
70-420 -001 -011 23˝

70-420 -002 -013 37˝

RRP in euros: 186.00 DP in euros: 124.26

– Quick-link for the MEC glas support  
 system and blinder
– With MEC glas nose piece as a positioning aid
– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm

MeC glaS heaDbanD glaSSeS

right left
70-420 -003 -010 23˝

70-420 -004 -009 37˝

RRP in euros: 209.00 DP in euros: 139.63

– like MEC glas headband glasses
– includes MEC glas cover iSSF 30 mm, available  
 in semi-transparent

MeC glaS heaDbanD glaSSeS 
CoMPlete

MEC glAS hEAdbAnd 
glASSES StArtlinE
With the MEC glas headband glasses startline we have 
designed a simple system. the differences are the  
simplified MEC glas support system and the missing  

positioning aid. in spite of the lower price you will find 
the usual MEC quality. 

right left
70-420 -005 -007 23˝

70-420 -006 -008 37˝

RRP in euros: 95.00 DP in euros: 63.47

– Available as a right- or left-handed version
– includes MEC glas support system  
 in 23 mm or 37 mm

MeC glaS heaDbanD 
glaSSeS StaRtline
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theSe new PRoDuCtS
can be found on pages 12 – 13.

Monocle 23 and 37
this stable and adjustable mounting device 
is used to fit a lens from a pair of shooting 
glasses in front of a rear iris. 

Monocle Duo
Monocle, including 30mm blinder.

index mount
the index is the ideal accessory when you 
don’t want to leave your Monocle lens holder 
permanently attached to your rearsight. 
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ShOOting glASSES

– 3 MEC glas support systems for 3 positions,   
 but only 1 glass holder
– Exact and lightning-fast exchange of the  
 MEC glas support system during competitions
– Precise settings of the shooting lens in 90°  
 horizontal and vertical to the sight line
– no new adjustments with tools necessary 
– Fits all MEC glas glasses and MEC glas  
 conversion kits with quick-link
– Colored end caps for easier allocating different  
 disciplines
– glass support ring in 23 mm 

MeC glaS SuPPoRt SySteM
3-PoSition

RRP in euros: 223.00 DP in euros: 148.98

RRP in euros: 65.00 DP in euros: 43.42

70-331-005 . 3 Set with glassholder . 23˝  

70-331-004 . Holdings-system without glassholder . 23˝  

RRP in euros: 36.00 DP in euros: 24.05

– Compatible with all MEC glas glasses  and  
 MEC glas conversion kits with quick-link
– Precise settings of the shooting lens in 90°  
 horizontal and vertical to the sight line
– Exact reproduction of the settings without  
 additional means
– Colored end caps for easier allocating different  
 disciplines, available colors: blue, red, yellow,  
 green, black and grey
– glass support ring in 23 mm and 37 mm

MeC glaS 
SuPPoRt SySteM

70-331-002 23˝

70-331-003 37˝

– now also available in 37 mm
– Changeover system for lens changes between   
 positions or disciplines
– One lens for all needs
– With coloured caps for easy differentiation 

37 MM 3-PoSition  
lenS holDeR SySteM

70-331-014

RRP in euros: 223.00 DP in euros: 148.98
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Solves vision- and aiming problems through its unique 
adjustment system of the shooting glass fine adjustment. 
Set includes:

– One adjustment system
– three holding systems that can be used either  
 for filters or additional correction glasses

axia tRiPle x Set

RRP in euros: 419.00

70-320-113

– Precision mechanics for height and side adjustment
– Easy adjust in position without tools
– Upgrade for all MEC glas Support System 
– Attachable via adapter to almost all types of  
 shooting glasses  

RRP in euros: 177.00 DP in euros: 118.25

MeC glaS ShiFt

70-320-119
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ShOOting glASSES

MEC glAS ExChAngE
nOSE PiECES
MEC glas nosepieces are comfortable and can be  
adjusted to the anatomical characteristics of the nose.  
despite their slender design, MEC glas nosepieces 
achieve optimum pressure distribution. What’s more, 
the shape of the nosepieces also ensures that the  

shooting glasses can be correctly adjusted. All  
MEC glas nosepieces are of course compatible with all 
MEC shooting glasses as well as various other brands. 
All nosepieces are suitable for use in all disciplines.

right left

70-333 -003 -004

RRP in euros: 20.00 DP in euros: 13.36

– Material: grade 2 titanium and beta-titanium
– Anti-allergen and sweat resistant

MeC glaS noSe PieCe 
ultRa light

– Material: high-grade stainless steel
– nose bridge: transparent, odourless silicone  
 rubber (polydimethylsiloxane)
– Anti-allergen and sweat resistant

MeC glaS noSe PieCe

right left
70-333 -001 -002

RRP in euros: 17.00 DP in euros: 11.36

ouR new PRoDuCt
MeC glas nosepiece wing can be found on page 11.

– 6M key
– CV 1.5 mm, burnished
– Visible blade length 75 mm
– Printed with: www.mec-shot.de

MeC glaS hex key

RRP in euros: 5.00 DP in euros: 3.34

89-300-001
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– the best solution for pistol shooters
– Sizes 23 mm or 37 mm
– Sharpens perception of backsight,  
 foresight and target
– Can be adjusted with one hand

MeC glaS 
iRiS aPeRtuRe with holDeR 

RRP in euros: 50.00 DP in euros: 33.40

RRP in euros: 48.00 DP in euros: 32.07

70-331-006 .  23˝  

70-331-007 . 37˝  

23˝ 37˝ Colour
70-334-003 70-335-002  Yellow / Red

70-334-004 70-335-003  Yellow / Green

70-334-005 70-335-004  Brown 20 %

70-334-006 70-335-005  Brown 50 %

70-334-007 70-335-006  Brown 65 %

70-334-008  Brown 80 %

70-334-009 70-335-007  Ochre 20 %

70-334-010 70-335-008  Ochre 30 %

70-334-011 70-335-009  Orange 30 %

70-334-012 70-335-010  Amethyst 35 %

70-334-013 70-335-011  Green 35 %

For the best sight quality! 
Allows contrast enhancements and light attenuation:

– different colour filters individually packaged
– Centra-quality
– Surface hardened and easy to clean
– Can be swapped in one step

RRP in euros: 55.00 DP in euros: 36.74

RRP in euros: 40.00 DP in euros: 26.72

23˝  

37˝  

MeC glaS MagnetiC FilteRS (without picture)

– Allows fast interchanging of magnetic filters

MeC glaS 
MagnetiC FilteRholDeR

RRP in euros: 44.00 DP in euros: 29.39

RRP in euros: 16.00 DP in euros: 10.69

70-334-001 .  23˝  

70-335-001 . 37˝  

neu

RRP in euros: 69.00 DP in euros: 46.10

– Metal iris

iRiS FoR glaSSeS

19901006

– Available in: white, transparent and black

eye blinDeR

RRP in euros: 25.00 DP in euros: 16.70

19901001 white

19901002 transparent

19901003 black
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ShOOting glASSES

– in 19 and 30 mm with 
– transparent and grey

For shooting glasses of MEC eyeglass system,  
in the iSSF-permitted sizes.

MeC glaS eye blinDeR iSSF
with holDeR

RRP in euros: 23.00 DP in euros: 15.37

70-332-002 19 mm trans.

70-332-004 30 mm trans.

70-332-003 19 mm grey

70-332-005 30 mm grey

aDaPteR FoR FRaMe glaSSeS
(1 PaiR)

from Knobloch, Champion and Stadler

RRP in euros: 14.00 DP in euros: 9.35

70-332-007 . MEC glas Adapter for Champion Olympic

RRP in euros: 23.00 DP in euros: 15.37

70-332-008 . MEC glas Adapter for Knobloch, Champion World and Stadler

– Allows comfortable adjustments while remaining  
 in your position
– Available for all MEC glas glasses
– Compatible with other Models from Knobloch and   
 Champion if used with the corresponding MEC eyeglass  
 adapter
– Sizes according to iSSF regulations

A genius solution to cope with all contingencies  
and light conditions.

MeC glaS eye-blinDeR
(PaiR)

70-332-006 . for Ultra light, Frame Glasses Startline Comfort 

RRP in euros: 21.00 DP in euros: 14.03

70-332-010 . for Headband 

70-332-009 . for Startline  

RRP in euros: 27.00 DP in euros: 18.04

Article 70-332-007

Article 70-332-008
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SEE bEttEr With JUSt OnE SPrAy!
tEArS AgAin
When results start to drop and aiming becomes exhaus-
ting, talk soon turns to glasses, front sight and filters. 
“have i really got the best solution on the market, or 
is there something new out there that could give me a 
clearer view?”

but at those tough times when shooters start to think 
like this, they often completely forget about the thing 
that matters most of all – the eye itself! it all comes 
down to what you expect from it. if you fix your gaze in-
tently on the target, it won’t take long before your visual 
acuity starts to decline. that’s because exhaustion will 
start to set in in the muscles around your eyes and the 

chemical reactions in your retina. however, there are 
a few simple rules that can help to combat fatigue and 
they are worth memorising:  
– never spend more than 4 – 8 seconds aiming  
 at the target  
– relax your eyes between shots by looking at  
 grey areas without focusing
– Avoid looking at lights or bright surfaces
– Use a visor and blinders to block out disruptive light
– try a liquid spray to help you overcome fatigue

Eye spray with natural lipids for the repair of your  
tear film. Eliminates discomforts such as itching, burning  
and dry eyes. the spray is simply sprayed onto the closed  
eyelid.  the effect begins after approximately 4 minutes  
and lasts for 4 hours.

teaRS again

RRP in euros: 22.50 DP in euros: 15.03

00100010 . 10 ml

RRP in euros: 13.50 DP in euros: 9.02

00100013 . 20 ml
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Maik Eckhardt 
5-time olympian
Multiple german Champion

Mark | StoCkS
 air-riflE StoCkS

 SMall-BorE StoCkS

 StartlinE StoCkS

 Mark | aCCESSoriES
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Mark i StoCkS

StoCk Mark i

the Mark i is the product of a co-operation between 
shooters, coaches and constructors. it combines the 
virtues of the older wooden stocks (position of the grip, 
vibration absorption) with the possibilities offered by 
the modern aluminium frame. on top of which, it also 
meets demands coming from the top echelons, espe-
cially the need for faster, more exact and more ex-
haustive adjustments to the buttplate, cheekpiece, grip 
and hand shelf. 

the frame consists of a highly rigid moulding, all the 
parts have been machined. this guarantees homogene-
ous vibration and grouping performance. the adjust-
ments are easy and secure, and can mostly be made  
in position and in a single step.

the Mark i is made to suit the air rifle actions of 
WaltHEr, fEinWErkBau and anSCHütz. the Mark 
i .22 is for all well-known smallbore actions.  

from the outset, the construction of the Mark i has 
taken the special requirements of air rifle 3-positions 
and supported shooting into account. fore-end, grip  
variations and the innovations for cheekpiece and 
weight distribution are just a few of the details which 
make shooting from a tripod rest significantly easier. 

the younger three-positions shooters benefit from the 
flat fore-end with builtin handstop rail, which makes 
sensible positions in the sling disciplines possible.  
the minumum stock length is very short, which helps 
the youngest shooters. Between positions, the change-
over can be completed in a few moments and with  
no great difficulty – a big relief for over-stressed pa-
rents and in all versions of the Mark i stock, the butt 
of the rifle can be adjusted on many levels. in every 
case, this is relatively simple and can be managed from 
within the shooting position. 

aMEliE klEinManns  
European Champion 2013
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the requirements of supported (bench-rest) shoo-
ters have been especially catered for, for example by 
allowing the buttplate to be tilted downwards. these 
possibilities are complimented by the ContaCt iii, 
ContaCt iV or the free position, which are as ever the 
only buttplates featuring two adjustable flaps which are 
‚externally‘ adjustable. in combination with the Mark i, 
the individual components from MEC and centra blend 
to form a superior overall concept. Consistent quality, 
sensible and functional details, and regular innovations 
which immediately transfer the new ideas and trends 
seen at top level into serial production. 

a well-proportioned stock is decisive. the better the 
length, shape and balance are suited to you, the easier 
it will be to find the right position and movement se-
quences. a stock needs to be adjustable so that it can 
be fitted to different anatomical and technical varia-
tions. to begin with, the coarse set-up in terms  
of length and weight; 

after which, it all comes down to being able to complete
the detailed finishing touches without needing to go
to any great lengths. the two most sensitive adjust-
ments are those which affect the cheek and the trigger-
hand. to reach the optimum set-up in these cases,  
the relevant adjustments need to be close at hand and 
easy to operate. test: in position, close the eyes and 
concentrate on your trigger hand. Make sure that you 
are gripping firmly enough, and notice whether your 
finger has found the correct position on the trigger-
tongue.

an elegant stock is really seductive. lots of shooters 
have air or smallbore rifle barrels that function per-
fectly and shoot excellent test-groups, but the stocks 
are old and outdated. the bulky butt prevents comfor-
table positions, the cheekpiece doesn’t fit properly, the 
adjustments are few and complicated. How would it be, 
if you were to set the trusty barrel in a state-of-the-
art housing and use all of the advantages of modern 
design?

the sheer number of adjustments in our stocks may 
cause uncertainty for some. the technically-minded 
can’t have enough of screws and rails, whereas others 
give up because for them any adjustments on the rifle 
have always been a mystery. We have taken great pains 
to convince the sceptics. all screws are easy to reach, 
to understand and to operate. We also recommend you 

to collect a new stock or new stock parts directly from 
us, by appointment, so that we can offer our help to you 
with fitting the stock to your needs. Bring your rifle with 
you, and our coaches can advise you as to choice, set-
up and if desired, also in the direction of position and 
movement sequences. 

Shooters of all performance classes from germany  
and abroad, come to us in order to select equipment,  
ammunition, shooting glasses and sight systems.  
there is always time for an extended test on our  
shooting range in dortmund.

the rising scores in all classes have much to do with 
improvements in this sector. Even those who are not
necessarily determined to get to the top, are happy to 
make advances in order to stay competitive. from this 
point of view, the stock is certainly a key factor. Stable 
positions are only possible if the proportions fit, and 
quick responses are only possible if the adjustments
are effective. in the club or in the squad, one is forever 
seeing how old problems disappear with a new stock. 
Motivation and eagerness are regenerated....

these are just some of the many and varied adjustment options 
on the Mark i that shooters have come to know and love time 
and again.

When combined with the  
Contact iV, the Mark i creates 
an unbeatable stock system.
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Mark i StoCkS

air-riflE

MEc Mark I

rrP in Euros: 1578.00 DP in Euros: 1127.146600 + type

Special stock for air rifle standing
– aluminium and stainless steel; solid, machined  
 and hardened
– Exceptionally adjustable from within the position
– Cheekpiece adjustability, also slides back and forth

– Ball-joint for the grip, adjustable back/forth, up/down  
 and sideways; specially coated wood, 3 sizes
– demountable butt end and grip (for travelling)
– Vibration damping between fore-end and butt
– Variable hand-shelf Support

See page 97 for information on placing orders.

rrP in Euros: 1578.00 DP in Euros: 1127.14

MEc Mark I rotatIon I

6600 + type

– Modular system, for shooter all age from  
 youngster up to the rests shooting senior
– flexible adjustment of the forend stock

– High-quality material, aluminum-anodized,  
 stainless steel
– the rifle action can be easily exchanged

aDDItIonal coSt colourED

rrP in Euros: 100.00 DP in Euros: 71.43

 anthracite /  Blue /  gold /  lilac /  red /  Black /  Silver

6600451 + colour
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air-riflE SupportEd

MEc Mark I agl

rrP in Euros: 1849.00 DP in Euros: 1320.716600 + type

Stock for air rifle supported
– Extended, wider, rotatable fore-end
– fully adjustable grip
– all elements can be adjusted in position

– free variation of weight distribution to muzzle
– Extended cheek-piece, set back
– Easy build-back to a standing stock
– for all well-known air rifle actions

MEc Mark I rotatIon I agl

rrP in Euros: 1849.00 DP in Euros: 1320.716600 + type

– flexible and freely adjustable  
 fore-end stock system
– different length possible

– Shooting rest position can be chosen arbitrarily
– Stainless steel, aluminumanodized  
 and special coated

nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn
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Mark i StoCkS

SMall-BorE riflE

MEc Mark I.22

rrP in Euros: 1729.00 DP in Euros: 1235.006600 + type

– inclusive of free position and Handstop
– the optimum for the ambitious smallbore shooter

– all the advantages of the air rifle stock, in addition to  
 which the complete butt-end with grip can be swapped  
 between the positions
– Can at any time be set up for shooting in  
 supported mode

rrP in Euros: 1729.00 DP in Euros: 1235.006600 + type

– Mark i stock with stainless-steel guide tube in the front
– free movement of the hand piece, also while in  
 shooting position
– altered vibrations, expedited modification possible   
 through fast exchanges of components for prone,  
 standing, and kneeling

– Stock with carbon extension tube
– Smallbore aluminum stock guide tube in the front with
 butt plate and Handstop

MEc Mark I.22 rotatIon I

MEc Mark I.22 rotatIon II

6600 + type rrP in Euros: 1729.00 DP in Euros: 1235.00

– like rotation i with stainless steel extension tube – please specify the barrel diameter
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SMall-BorE riflE SupportEd

– inclusive of free position agl, fore-End Extension   
 and Support rail
– optimal butt design achieved through the  
 multi-adjustable buttplate and the long, movable  
 cheekpiece

– the fore-end is extended about 15 cm and together   
 with the support rail, comes an extremely long way  
 forward

MEc Mark I.22 agl

rrP in Euros: 1999.00 DP in Euros: 1427.866600 + type

– flexible and freely adjustable forend stock system
– different length possible
– rest position can be arbitrarily adjusted

– Stainless steel, aluminumanodized  
 and special coated
– Stock with carbon extension tube
– inclusive agl free position

MEc Mark I.22 rotatIon I agl

rrP in Euros: 1999.00 DP in Euros: 1427.866600 + type

 rrP in Euros: -249.00 DP in Euros: -177.86

PrIcE wIthout MEc frEE PoSItIon

 rrP in Euros: -98.00 DP in Euros: -65.47

PrIcE wIthout MEc hanDStoP

nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn

aDDItIonal coSt colourED

rrP in Euros: 100.00 DP in Euros: 71.43

 anthracite /  Blue /  gold /  lilac /  red /  Black /  Silver

6600451 + colour
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Mark i StoCkS

MEC Mark i
StartlinE SEriES
– Extremely lightweight design 
– low price offer a favorable entrance into the Mark i   
 world with the usual MEC-quality
– Stocks can always upgrade with individual elements  
 of the Mark i system
– Materials: aluminum and stainless, by all Comfort  
 versions also carbon

– Solid, milled and hardened 
– available for air rifle and small bore rifle 
– delivery without butt plate
– 3 grip sizes selectable

rrP in Euros: 949.00 DP in Euros: 677.796600 + type

– Butt is length adjustable and can be pivoted
– Cheek piece and grip are height adjustable and can  
 be pivoted laterally 

MEc Mark I StartlInE baSIc

See page 97 for information on placing orders.

our nEw ProDuct
Mark I coupling Speed can be found on page 14.

Mark I coupling Speed
Quick-action coupling for rapid changeover 
between different rear stocks.

attention:
please specify “Mark i Coupling Speed” 
when ordering your stock.
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rrP in Euros: 1099.00 DP in Euros: 785.006600 + type

– Butt is length adjustable and can be pivoted  
 and can be canted
– grip with ball joint are length, height and side  
 adjustable

– Cheek piece is height and side adjustable and  
 can be canted

MEc Mark I StartlInE coMfort

rrP in Euros: 1350.00 DP in Euros: 964.296600 + type

– like Mark i Startline Comfort
– Special stock for rifle supported
– Elongated, wider, revolvable fore-end

MEc Mark I StartlInE coMfort agl
nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn

rrP in Euros: 1200.00 DP in Euros: 857.156600 + type

– like Mark i Startline Basic
– Special stock for rifle supported
– Elongated, wider, revolvable fore-end

MEc Mark I StartlInE baSIc agl
nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn
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Mark i StoCkS

rrP in Euros: 949.00 DP in Euros: 677.866600 + type

– flexible adjustment oft he front stock
– Butt is length adjustable and can be pivoted

– Cheek piece and grip are height adjustable and can be 
 pivoted laterally

MEc Mark I rotatIon StartlInE baSIc

rrP in Euros: 1099.00 DP in Euros: 785.006600 + type

– flexible adjustment and weight shift of the front stock
– Butt is length adjustable and can be pivoted and can   
 be canted

– grip with ball joint are length, height and side  
 adjustable
– Cheek piece and grip are height adjustable and  
 can be pivoted laterally 

MEc Mark I rotatIon StartlInE coMfort

rrP in Euros: 1200.00 DP in Euros: 857.156600 + type

– like Mark i Startline Basic
– Special stock for rifle supported

MEc Mark I rotatIon StartlInE baSIc agl

nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn
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 what the customer / dealer should specify:

 – Stock: MEC Mark i or MEC rotation i or ii,  
  supported or unsupported
 – System
 – Butt end 155 mm  
 – Butt plate length adjustment 120 mm
 – Cheekpiece: supported (r / l) or unsupported (r / l)
 – grip: S (r), M (r / l), l (r)
 – Colour: entire stock, bridge and coupling

 when placing an order, please also specify:

 – With or without MEC Contact iii or iV   
  or MEC free position
 – With or without MEC Handstop
 – With or without Mark i Coupling Speed

compatible models:

air rifle:   
– fWB 700 + 800, p 70
– anSCHütz 2002 p, 8002, 9003
– WaltHEr lg 300 / Xt, lg 400

Small bore:   
– fWB 26XX, 2700
– anSCHütz 19XX / 29XX
– WaltHEr kk 200 / 300
– BlEikEr Challenger

orDEr InforMatIon

rrP in Euros: 1350.00 DP in Euros: 964.296600 + type

– like Mark i Startline Comfort
– Special stock for rifle supported

MEc Mark I rotatIon StartlInE coMfort agl
nEw

ProDuct

DESIgn

thESE nEw ProDuctS
can be found on pages 14 – 15.

katamaran II
new support rail design.

Mark I link
Make adjustments in your stance  
with millimetre precision.
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Mark i StoCkS

– Special pistol grip formed like a peach
– painted with special-coating
– Compatible with all Mark i stocks
– fWB 700, anSCHütz, and WaltHEr require special  
 adapter „Mounting kit“

PEach ball

rrP in Euros: 135.00 DP in Euros: 96.43

6600283 M

6600284 L

– Mount compatible for the following grips:  
 Mark i, peach ball, WaltHEr 
– anatomic laminated wood grip

MountIng kIt

rrP in Euros: 99.00 DP in Euros: 70.71

6600435 FWB

6600436 WaLther

6600464 anschütz

– anatomically formed pistol grip from  
 special-coated laminated wood
– Compatible with all Mark i stocks
– fWB 700, anschütz, and WaltHEr require special   
 adapter „Mounting kit“

grIP Mark I

6600056 s

6600058 M

6600060 L

6600059 left M

rrP in Euros: 178.00 DP in Euros: 127.14
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Mark i StoCkS

puSH-up

– for-end raiser aluminium 2,5 cm

PuSh-uP

rrP in Euros: 179.00 DP in Euros: 127.86

6600126

– fore-end raiser, turnable

PuSh-uP SchwEnkbar

rrP in Euros: 239.00 DP in Euros: 170.71

6600113

– fore-end raiser turnable
– up and down
– Canting
– With two holders

PuSh-uP DEluxE ExtrEME Strong

rrP in Euros: 449.00 DP in Euros: 320.71

6600434

– fore-end raiser turnable
– up and down
– Canting

PuSh-uP DEluxE ExtrEME

rrP in Euros: 299.00 DP in Euros: 213.57

6600127

– fore-end raiser, turnable
– up and down

PuSh-uP DEluxE

rrP in Euros: 269.00 DP in Euros: 192.14

6600125
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– like Support i
– turnable
– Hight variation

SuPPort III

rrP in Euros: 229.00 DP in Euros: 163.57

6600107

– like Support i
– turnable

SuPPort II

rrP in Euros: 189.00 DP in Euros: 135.00

6600106

– adjustable alu-Handpiece with  
 2 variable elements
– for stocks with profile rails

SuPPort

rrP in Euros: 139.00 DP in Euros: 99.29

6600105

Support
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aCCEssoriEs
 For riFlE shootErs

 For 3-position

 For rEst shootErs

 For pistol shootErs

 For all

Raimond debevec 
olympic Champion 2000
3rd place at olympia 2012
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aCCEssoriEs

ContaCt iV

the fourth contact comes from MEC and Centra!  
no matter which gun, whether during the world cup, 
national league or during bench rest competitions:  
the majority trust the market leader. We have invented 
the aluminum butt plate for air rifles, now we are setting  
the new standard.

it took some time until the Contact iV was ready to hit 
the market. But the waiting was worth it. here are the 
details:
– height adjustments can be done with millimeter 
 precision while in your shooting position
– dual-joint wings, variable in angle and distance
– smaller wing areas, movable in height, side and 
 rotation
– secure positioning of all elements by notch system
– the high-stressed functions and adjustments are 
 manufactuered in stainless steel
– hooks for small bore can be accessed easily, high 
 power compatible
– all screws can be conveniently reached, clear design

the individual solution for all rifles and for every shooting 
position. a mechancial master piece that fascinates and 
functions everlasting.

the Contact iV: naturally continues to have nobs made 
out of natural rubber. But significantly more variable and 
steady so that it really can be adjusted for every position. 
We have tested it...

CONTACT I

CONTACT II

CONTACT III
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smallbore rifle shooting is the “Formula 1” of the shoo-
ting world. those who step onto this stage need training, 
experience and, by no means last, good equipment.
over the 50 metre distance, many small aids can be used 
to optimise the position, vision and operation of the rifle. 
over decades, Johann Zähringer and Maik Eckhardt 
count among the best smallbore shooters in germany. 
over the years, they have developed a number of ideas 
into products, which have been widely welcomed because 
they bring noticeable advantages. take for example the 
handstop for prone and kneeling shooting. the first
characteristic of this accessory is the comfort it offers. 
the pressure-pain in the hand is noticeably reduced, 
even when the competition drags out, because the shape 
has been formed to the position of the hand on the stock.
this design is further supported by the various adjust-
ment possibilities to the height, the width and the angle; 
large and small hands are equally well accommodated. 
one detail of this handstop is the ability to slide it back 
and forth without the use of a tool. if you ever felt the 
need to adjust a few millimetres when in position, you 
will know how valuable this is. We have developed
the even slimmer-profiled handstop startline for juniors 
and those with delicate hands; it is also cheaper.

For many shooters, the handstop and its uses is a book 
with seven seals. study the positions of a lot of shooters, 
and if you know what to look for, you will see again and 
again, simple mistakes which at first lead to pain in the 
left hand and then later, when the results list is publis-
hed, also pain in the soul.

the first and foremost consideration for the sling 
positions is a suitable cross-section of the stock. Wide 
profiles force small hands into a spread-out and therefo-
re tense position. add the pressure from the weight, the 
sling and the long shooting times and this mess quickly

becomes a physical torture, which dulls all attempts at 
concentration and above all, takes the fun out of things. 
so when buying a rifle, look for a fore-end that is slim
enough. if necessary, get your stock profiled. the same 
goes for the handstop, here too a slim profile and adjus-
tability are the keys. Especially the younger shooters who 
are beginning with air rifle three positions shooting, are 
dependent on good advice from their coaches in matters 
such as this.

good handstops can be adjusted sideways, so that the 
thumb can be lightly positioned alongside the stock.  
this little difference helps not only to reduce the tensions 
in the hand, it helps to provide a ‚cleaner‘ recoil as the 
shot breaks. this is a significant secret, especially in  
the smallbore disciplines. the shot will only impact at 
the point you expect, when the muzzle jumps cleanly.

the hand stop can be moved and adjusted to fit your  
hand posture perfectly.

handstopp

handstop startline
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Classic mature in silence
– adjustable in every position
– Both wings turnable 
– Very good hold 
– rounded edges
– good accessible screws
– revised version
– Fits all current match-rifles     

rrP in euros: 165.00 DP in euros: 110.23

Mec contact iii

MEC 180

the classic has been modified to fit the new generation
– a hand adjustable screw enables vernier  
 height adjustment 
– additional  joints allow for variable adjustments 
– Wing forms are exchangeable
– Wings are fully adjustable and revolvable
– the natural uncured rubber knops allow for  
 perfect grip
– Compatible with all common match rifles
– suitable for the following disciplines: offhand air rifle,  
 3-position and shooting air rifle off a rest
– With MEC hook expandable         

Mec contact iV

rrP in euros: 348.00 DP in euros: 232.49

MEC 190

For riFlE shootErs
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rrP in euros: 73.00 DP in euros: 48.77

rubber butt plate, ideal for benchrest shooting
– special ergonomically designed
– Fits all match grade rifles    

coMfort

19913901

Butt plate for super-Match and sport guns
– uncountable possibilities of variation
– Wing elements allow it to be placed up high,  
 at an angle and rotate around the axle
– Fits all current KK sport rifles 
– inclusive MEC hook    

Mec free Position

rrP in euros: 259.00 DP in euros: 173.03

MEC 170

special butt plate for Benchrest shooting
– uncountable possibilities of variation
– specially adapted wing elements for benchrest shooter 
– Wing elements allow it to be placed up high,  
 at an angle and rotate around the axle 
– delivery without MEC hook 
– Fits all current sport rifles  

Mec free Position aGl

rrP in euros: 199.00 DP in euros: 132.95

MEC 170
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shows MEC stange on MEC Free position

– additional component to Free position
– grooved rod that allows to align individual  
 Free position elements
– offers more exact setting options and improves  
 the stability of the hook 

Mec Pole

rrP in euros: 29.00 DP in euros: 19.13

MEC 1716

shows MEC Conrod on MEC Free position

– additional component to Free position
– socket allows the the adjustment of the hook  
 to the side 
– offers various adjustment options for prone shooting    

Mec conroD

rrP in euros: 72.00 DP in euros: 48.10

MEC 1717

– sparepart

rubber knoP black (prize / piece)

rrP in euros: 0.30 DP in euros: 0.20

N 01

– stainless steel and aluminium
– Can be mounted to the MEC free position  
 and the MEC Contact iV 
– two movable hook-elements
– pivotable
– Can be extended
– delivered unassembled           

Mec hook

rrP in euros: 59.00 DP in euros: 39.42

MEC 1713
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19950003* FEINWERKBAU, ANSCHÜTZ, WALTHER

19950004 WALTHER CARBONTEC and PROTOUCH

19950005 ANSCHÜTZ 1813, Holzschaft

*Adjustment with clicks

Millimetric adjustable cheekpiece
– Can be changed in position without a tool
– Ergonomic profile
– skin-friendly anti-slip surface

rrP in euros: 247.00 DP in euros: 165.01

cheek

*Adjustment with clicks

19950006* FEINWERKBAU, ANSCHÜTZ, WALTHER

– like Cheek but with variable add-on weights for Mark i  
 stocks and cheekpiece “Cheek” made of stainless-steel
– asymmetric base rod
– set consist of 1 rod (34 g) and 2 weights (á 27 g)

rrP in euros: 287.00 DP in euros: 191.74

cheek Pro

6600439 Set

6600438 Add-on weight

– set consist of 1 rod (34 g) and  
 2 weights (á 27 g) without Cheek

rrP in euros: 14.00 DP in euros: 9.35

rrP in euros: 41.00 DP in euros: 27.39

balance cheek

screw-kit and special clamp for WalthEr anatoMiC 
to change cheek piece and buttplate very fast during the 
new issF finals
– delivery: 1 x thumbsrew with plastic tip to change the  
 cheek piece very fast, 2 x adjusting nut (with plastic-tip)  
 to safe position of the nut, 1 x safety clip to fix the posi- 
 tion of the buttplate rods   

rrP in euros: 79.00 DP in euros: 52.78

final kit Walther-anatoMic

19917980
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MEC 220 FEINWERKBAU

MEC 221 ANSCHÜTZ

MEC 222 WALTHER

MEC 223 STEYR

MEC 224 HÄMMERLI

trigger blade with ball and socket joint
– rotatable on the side
– trigger moves freely
– horizontal ridges for safe adhesion
– optimal width
– Variable rings for range perception
– light weight aluminum for proper funcion  
 and stable fitting

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

Mec triGGer i

MEC 235 FEINWERKBAU

MEC 236 ANSCHÜTZ

MEC 237 WALTHER

MEC 238 STEYR

MEC 239 HÄMMERLI

trigger-lever in aluminium
– short version with pyramid-structure
– rotaatable with ball-joint
– rubber cross-rings
– permits fully free movement
– to be positioned vertically at the point of break

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

Mec triGGer ii

MEC 240 FEINWERKBAU

MEC 241 ANSCHÜTZ

MEC 242 WALTHER

MEC 243 STEYR

MEC 244 HÄMMERLI

MEC 245 ANSCHÜTZ OFFSET

trigger-lever in alu and plastic
– rotatable around the centre pin
– 3 height adjustments
– positioning exact under the barrel 

rrP in euros: 32.00 DP in euros: 21.38

Mec triGGer startline
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line of sight extension for air guns
– Extends the line of sight to its maximum
– infinitely variable line of sight variations
– Variation of the weight and balance
– reduces the kick back

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

Mec tube

MEC 201 ANSCHÜTZ 2002

MEC 20101 ANSCHÜTZ 8002 / 9003

MEC 200 FEINWERKBAU

MEC 202 WALTHER

the long tube for FEinWErKBau rifles
– till 85 cm system-length for more accurate aiming
– like above
– length 250 mm 
– For FWB Juniors-rifle

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

Mec tube Xl

MEC 204 FEINWERKBAU

alloy barrel tube extension with integral  
foresight tunnel. Functions see „tube“
– Foresight tunnel is moveable in a t-nut system
– no optical distortion 
– a quality sight picture
– Complete with two moveable tube weights,  
 and a 4 mm rear sight raising block

rrP in euros: 163.00 DP in euros: 108.89

Mec tube ii

M 18 M 22
19907402 19907405 ANSCHÜTZ

19907502 19907505 FEINWERKBAU

19907602 19907605 WALTHER

19907702 19907705 STEYR
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Extenstion tube for air rifle competitors
– incorporates all of tube and tube ii features 
– Front globe sight is vertically adjustable from  
 18 mm to 27 mm in 1 mm increments

rrP in euros: 236.00 DP in euros: 157.66

Mec tube ii hr

M 18 M 22
19907412 19907415 ANSCHÜTZ

19907512 19907515 FEINWERKBAU

19907612 19907615 WALTHER

19907712 19907715 STEYR

– two-part aluminium tube for smallbore rifles
– individually made to the measurements of  
 your barrel (supply with order)
– Continuous profile, variable sight-base
– give muzzel diameter (25.76) and type when ordering

rrP in euros: 219.00 DP in euros: 146.30

Mec strike

MEC 209 + model + Barrel diameter

– same like MEC tube ii hr but with Block Max

rrP in euros: 299.00 DP in euros: 199.75

M 18 M 22
19907412 19907415 ANSCHÜTZ

19907512 19907515 FEINWERKBAU

19907612 19907615 WALTHER

19907712 19907715 STEYR

Mec tube ii hr
incl. block MaX
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– 1 tube frame with 1 aluminium tube
– 14 cm, about 160 g (blue)
– specify model (e.g. anschütz 1913) and  
 barrel diameter
– Easy cleaning and secure mounting
– incl. alignment ring

rrP in euros: 209.00 DP in euros: 139.63

Mec berta ii

MEC 212 + model + Barrel diameter
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19907801 M 18

19907802 M 22

– duo-base for Mec tube ii

rrP in euros: 35.00 DP in euros: 23.38

Duo-rail

19907803 M 18

19907804 M 22

– Front sight elevation for duo front sights

rrP in euros: 79.00 DP in euros: 52.78

Duo-rail hr

– additinonal weight stainless steel 30 g 
– Fit to MEC tube + MEC tube ii 

rrP in euros: 13.00 DP in euros: 8.68

Mec tube WeiGht

MEC 210

rrP in euros: 31.00 DP in euros: 20.71

– 50 g
– Fitting with MEC Berta

Mec berta GeWicht

MEC 21202

shows sight extension for MEC Berta ii

rrP in euros: 52.00 DP in euros: 34.74

– additional components for MEC Berta ii
– allows the extension of the target line
– includes additional rod
– 20 cm, about 265 g (silver)

siGht eXtension for Mec berta ii

MEC 21203

– sight dovetail duo for MEC tube ii
– Without front sight tunnel

rrP in euros: 65.00 DP in euros: 43.42

front-siGht eleVation-set

19907800
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– 31200 Band incl. MEC glas cover 30 mm  
 semitransparent
– 31201 Band incl. MEC glas side blinds / blinkers
– 31202 Band incl. MEC glas cover 30 mm  
 semitransparent and MEC glas side blinds / blinkers 

Mec sWeat banD coMfort

rrP in euros: 55.00 DP in euros: 36.74
31200

rrP in euros: 59.00 DP in euros: 39.42
31201

rrP in euros: 79.00 DP in euros: 52.77
31202

Cap made out of neopren
– Feather light protection from scattered light rays 
– Can be formed in any desired way

Mec Visor

rrP in euros: 12.00 DP in euros: 8.01

MEC 300

– high qualitycloth with velcro fastening 
– Exangeable towelling insert
– includes cover trans with velcro fastening

Mec sWeat banD

rrP in euros: 37.00 DP in euros: 24.72

MEC 310

– Frottier-inlett zum Wechseln

frottier-inlett

uVP in euro: 8.50 ek in euro: 5.67

70-320-013

these neW ProDucts
can be found on pages 16 – 17.

cover set
protect your front sight tunnel  
and rearsight.

Protect
storage tube for air rifle cylinders.

shows sweatband with MEC glas side blinds  
and MEC glas Cover 30 mm
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– aluminium tripod for standing (and kneeling),  
 can be broken down, in case
– With resting platform and adjustable accessory  
 tray for tools and ammo
– stable, high-quality finish with well thought-out  
 adjustability   
– three separately adjustable feet, can be  
 placed right at the balustrade
– tubes in anodised aluminium, choice of colours  
 when ordering
– Extendable to 190 cm, heavy enough for stability
– tripod inclusive case

rrP in euros: 239.00 DP in euros: 159.67

Mec statiV

MEC 280 + colour

Colours: anthracite (A), blue (B), gold (G), lilac (L), red (R), black (S), silver (Si)

a
B
g
l
r
s
si

– Extendable arm for the stativ, four-sided alu-profile
– With fixing angle plate
– allows free choice of placement for ammunition  
 and tools for access in position

Mec butler

rrP in euros: 31.00 DP in euros: 20.71

MEC 2801
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B

– high-quality tripod, aluminium
– the feet ca be folded with a trick together
– incl. adjustable amma-holder
– Quality function and design for a reasonable price

Mec sPiDer

rrP in euros: 145.00 DP in euros: 96.87

MEC 281

gn

s

si

p

g

MEC 2805

– ammu-holder, easy to adjust at any tube
– Easy to turn in any direction

rrP in euros: 20.00 DP in euros: 13.36

Mec aMMu-holDer

MEC 282 + colour

Colours: blue (B), green (Gn), gold (G), pink (P), black (S), silver (Si)

– aluminum construction, light-weight
– Quick and easy set-up
– adjustable to a maximum height of 150 cm
– anti-slip rubber pad secures your the rifle while resting
– Multi-ammunition holder
– nylon bag included

rrP in euros: 135.00 DP in euros: 90.19

Mec triPoD club
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For 3-position

aCCEssoriEs

19960001 Sling-Fibre right

19960002 Sling-Fibre left

rrP in euros: 194.00 DP in euros: 129.60

19960005 Sling-Leather right

19960006 Sling-Leather left

rrP in euros: 210.00 DP in euros: 140.29

– Quality adjustment mechanism with buckles,   
 fine tensioning, rotation and height regulation
– parallel upper arm loop for self-adjusting pull
– leather as the alternativ material

shootinGbelt slinG

19960003 right

19960004 left

rrP in euros: 149.00 DP in euros: 106.42

Economic simple version
– parallel upper arm loop for self-adjustment pull
– special bearing for self-adjustment  
 of forearm-sling

shootinGbelt slinG startline

– Connect

connect

rrP in euros: 43.00 DP in euros: 28.73

19960010
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ohne Band Fibre

19960009

rrP in euros: 32.50 DP in euros: 21.71

clutch

Without Clutch

19960008

rrP in euros: 18.00 DP in euros: 12.03

banD fibre

Without Clutch

19960007

rrP in euros: 34.50 DP in euros: 23.05

banD leather

individually adjustable hand stop
– Moveable on the side
– Variable height elevation
– two possibilities for connecting the sling ring 
– optimal form and function
– Moves in the track without any tool
– Can be offset

hanDstoP

rrP in euros: 103.00 DP in euros: 68.81

19913701

For small and sensitive hands
– optimal ergonomics
– small corss-section 
– Easy to use

hanDstoP startline

rrP in euros: 75.00 DP in euros: 53.57

19913703
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MEC 292 12 cm (Junior)

MEC 293 13 cm

MEC 290 15 cm

Kneeling roll with integrated foam mantle  
forpressure-reduction.
– anti-stretch artificial fibre and adhesive cover
– stable support, noticeably reduced  
 fatigue in the foot
– Without filling

Mec achilles

rrP in euros: 69.00 DP in euros: 46.10

gel gel / pur

composite /  
pur / cold foam 29501 . gel 

29502 . composite / PUR / cold foam
29503 . gel / PUR

– pads for use in the kneeling position
– available in three designs
– non-slip outer ensures optimum hold when in stance
– Complies with issF regulations
– dimensions: approx. 17 cm x 17 cm, height approx.   
 1.5 / 2.5 cm

Mec PaD, 3 DesiGns  

rrP in euros: 49.00 DP in euros: 32.74
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– Filling for kneeling roll 2 kg
– Enough for individuell filing

fillinG

rrP in euros: 12.00 DP in euros: 8.02

MEC 291

a rifle Bipod with 

– Folding legs 

– anti slip rubber feet

bi-PoD

rrP in euros: 60.00 DP in euros: 40.08

19930002
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palmrest
– adjustable in all directions including  
 barrel axis
– palmpiece replaceable

chaMPion

rrP in euros: 250.00 DP in euros: 167.02

19930003

– a suplementary weight for Free rifle 
– Weight adjustable in all directions
– Can be supplied with 
 a) Carbon vibrationabsorber (220 g)
 b) steelrod with two extra weights (230 g)

stabilizer

rrP in euros: 250.00 DP in euros: 167.02

19930004 Carbon

rrP in euros: 219.00 DP in euros: 146.31

19930005 Steel
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MEC 261 FEINWERKBAU / WALTHER

MEC 262 ANSCHÜTZ

For the bolt handle on small bore rifles
– anodised aluminium ball
– lighter, easier to use, and better looking

Mec Globe

rrP in euros: 37.00 DP in euros: 24.72

action-stabilator
– More stability of the action in the area  
 of loading cutout  
– improvement of the group 
– line of sight 8 mm higher like a 8 mm riser block
– possibility for side mount (redfield) of the rear sight
– Weight: 110 g

Vibrake

rrP in euros: 162.00 DP in euros: 108.23

Vibrake

19930030 ANSCHÜTZ

19930040 FEINWERKBAU

19930050 WALTHER

rrP in euros: 188.00 DP in euros: 125.60

front-sight elevation

19930031 ANSCHÜTZ

19930041 FEINWERKBAU

19930051 WALTHER

rrP in euros: 167.00 DP in euros: 111.57

for rearsights with redfieled-mount
19930061 ANSCHÜTZ

19930071 FEINWERKBAU

19930081 WALTHER

– analog to Vibrake, but extendet  
 model to mount scopes

Vibrake eXtent

rrP in euros: 177.00 DP in euros: 118.25

19930060 ANSCHÜTZ

19930070 FEINWERKBAU

19930080 WALTHER
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For rEst shootErs

19908001

ANSCHÜTZ

WALTHER

STEYR

HÄMMERLI

19908002 FEINWERKBAU

– stept block, brings the rear sight rearwards to the 
 shoulder

tele

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

19915916 ANSCHÜTZ

19915917 FEINWERKBAU

19915918 WALTHER

19915919 STEYR

19915920 HÄMMERLI

– to combine with tele hr

block 16k

rrP in euros: 41.00 DP in euros: 27.39

– stept block, brings the rear sight rearwards to the 
 shoulder. Multifunctional, dovetails on both sides
– integrated sight elevation 16 mm
– to combine with frontsight-elevation Block 16k

tele hr

1990821

ANSCHÜTZ

WALTHER

STEYR

HÄMMERLI

1990822 FEINWERKBAU

rrP in euros: 110.00 DP in euros: 73.49
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complete Diopter elevation

1990826 1990832 ANSCHÜTZ

1990827 1990833 FEINWERKBAU

1990828 1990834 WALTHER

1990831 1990836 STEYR

1990830 1990835 HÄMMERLI

Multifunctinal elevation    
– height and side adjustable
– Max height: 22 mm
– Min height: 11 mm
– possible side adjustment 4 mm to the 
 left and right
– possibility to mount a scope

tele fliGht

Complete
rrP in euros: 115.00 DP in euros: 76.82
diopter elevation 
rrP in euro: 77.00 DP in euros: 51.44

19915921
ANSCHÜTZ

WALTHER

to stabilize the rifle if you shoot off a tri-pod

rrP in euros: 73.00 DP in euros: 48.79

rack

rrP in euros: 39.00 DP in euros: 26.05

– tongue to grasp single targets and target strips
– Extends your reach thus makes changing your  
 target easier and allows the shooter to remain  
 in his position
– ideal for shooting a stand

Mec GriPPer

MEC 311
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rrP in euros: 3.00 DP in euros: 2.00

heinz reinkemeier, peter Eckhardt, helmut heermann, 
hans-otto raukohl. 
din-a 1 (50 x 80 cm), august 2007, colour, with commen-
tary. 
supported shooting is booming.  
poster, august 2007, 50 x 80 cm, colour, with detailed 
commentaries. delivery folded to din a4 Format.

teachinGPoster aufGeleGtschiessen

525

rrP in euros: 289.00 DP in euros: 193.07

– special designed chair for benchrest-shooting
– adjustable hight, without a tool
– adjustable incline
– possibility to take apart for transport
– dock, the base for top results

benchrest Dock

19915925

GerMan
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special butt plate for Benchrest shooting
– uncountable possibilities of variation
– specially adapted wing elements for benchrest shooter 
– Wing elements allow it to be placed up high,  
 at an angle and rotate around the axle 
– delivery without MEC hook 
– Fits all current sport rifles   

Mec free Position aGl

rrP in euros: 199.00 DP in euros: 132.95

MEC 170

rubber butt plate, ideal for benchrest shooting
– special ergonomically designed
– Fits all match grade rifles       

coMfort

rrP in euros: 73.00 DP in euros: 48.77

19913901

rrP in euros: 20.50 DP in euros: 13.70

– available sizes: M18 and M22
– diameter 3.0 – 10.0 in 0.1 mm steps 
– ring width 2.6 mm
– only M22!!: diameter 3.0 – 10.0 in 0.1 mm steps
sample orders can be found in the section on sights, 
page 48

hiGh enD 2,6
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19940010 width 3.2 mm

19940011 width 3.5 mm

19940012 width 4.0 mm

rotating-sight for s&W revolver
– 2 steps, for duell and precision   
– steel, antiglare-finish

rrP in euros: 73.00 DP in euros: 48.77

center 2

– smith and Wesson six (6) shot revolver  
 foreend counterbalance weights 
– total weight 130 g

rrP in euros: 114.00 DP in euros: 76.16

aDDition l-fraMe 686

19930092

For pistol shootErs
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sight-sign for freepistol toZ 
– laser engraved sign for orientation

rrP in euros: 35.00 DP in euros: 23.38

DeVice

19930091

rrP in euros: 89.00 DP in euros: 59.46

Variable weightsystem for steyr lp10
– to optimize center of gravity and weight of pistol  
– aluminium-rack and avariable high-grade steel  
 weightblock
– Weight: komplete system 60 g

aDD 30

19930020

19940049 STEYER

19940050 FEINWERKBAU

19940051 MORINI

trigger-lever with special geometry for pistols
– Wide, domed, sharp surface
– horizontal cut-out

rrP in euros: 59.00 DP in euros: 39.42

Putter

rrP in euros: 105.00 DP in euros: 70.15

Fore-end in high graded aluminium for Free pistol toZ
– t2 additional weight for individual Balance 
– Weight komplete: 155 g

toz-balance

19930090 + colourB
r
si
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For all

– rod with multiple bearings
– special coated
– Ergonomic wooden grip
– including rod guide and stopper
– For air-rifles and air pistols

air-WeaPon cleaninG set

rrP in euros: 79.00 DP in euros: 52.78

19C00013

– Cleaning rod for highest claims
– handle with multiple ball bearings 
– special non-abrasive plastics-coating to avoid  
 damaging the bore 
– Ergonomically designed wooden handle, greased

roD

rrP in euros: 59.00 DP in euros: 39.42

Long (88 cm) Short (18,5 cm) Caliber

19C00001 19C00011 5.6 mm (.22) – 6,5 mm (.264)

19C00002 19C00012 from 7 mm (.284)

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

19C00013

Cleaning rod guide
– prevent damaging of chamber
– Keep back oil and dirt from triggermechanism 
– synthetic

GuiDe

rrP in euros: 23.00 DP in euros: 15.37

19C00201 FEINWERKBAU

19C00200 ANSCHÜTZ

19C00202 WALTHER

aluminium container with special oil
– For cleaning the barrel and maintenace metal  
 components

lube
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– handle with cleaning brush
– Brush exchangeable
– important accessory that helps you to maintain  
 the precision of the barrel

cleaninGset-barrel-tuner

rrP in euros: 29.00 DP in euros: 19.37

19907826

replacement brush

biG-brush

rrP in euros: 11.00 DP in euros: 7.35

19907827

new developed cleaning brush
– Very much short britles, very good cleaning  
– Brush have exact measure of caliber 
– no break off the britles

bronze-brush

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

19C00021 5.6 mm / .22

19C00022 6 mm / .243

19C00023 6.5 mm / .264

rrP in euros: 12.00 DP in euros: 8.02

19C00024 7 mm / .284

19C00025 7.62 mm / .308

19C00026 8 mm / .323

19C00027 8.5 mm / .338

19C00028 9.3 mm / .366

19C00029 9.5 mm / .375

19C00030 10.75 mm / .423

19C00031 11.05 mm / .458
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aCCEssoriEs

barrel cleaner 4.0 – 4.5 mm

vfg501 Quick-cleaning felt pellet 4.5 100 pcs. rrP in euros: 4.55

vfg502 Quick-cleaning felt pellet 4.5 500 pcs. rrP in euros: 13.30
vfg580 Barrel cleaner 4.5 100 pcs. rrP in euros: 5.95
vfg581 Barrel cleaner 4.5 500 pcs. rrP in euros: 20.00
vfg570 Super intensive 4.5 100 pcs. rrP in euros: 10.55

167291 Match-Pocket-Set air rifle rrP in euros: 18.30

barrel cleaner 5.5 / 22 mm

vfg550 Barrel cleaner 5.5 / 22 mm 80 pcs. rrP in euros: 4.55

barrel cleaner 6 mm

vfg615 Barrel cleaner 6 mm 50 pcs. rrP in euros: 5.95

vfg616 Barrel cleaner 6 mm 500 pcs. rrP in euros: 21.50

vfg624 Barrel cleaner 6 mm 50 pcs. rrP in euros: 10.55

VfG Paste / Grease / oil

vfg950 Barrel cleaning paste 60 g rrP in euros: 14.30

vfg955 Lupus Teflon grease 50 g rrP in euros: 14.50

vfg956 Lupus Gun oil 50 ml rrP in euros: 14.50

barrel cleaner .22

vfg610 Barrel cleaner .22 80 pcs. rrP in euros: 5.95

vfg611 Barrel cleaner .22 500 pcs. rrP in euros: 21.50
vfg614 Super intensive .22 80 pcs. rrP in euros: 10.55
vfg605 Super intensive .22 500 pcs. rrP in euros: 43.50

167292 Firearm-Pocket-Set small bore rrP in euros: 18.30
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vfg591 VFG cleaning rod, short, 280 mm Incl. adapter 66803, 1-piece rrP in euros: 27.35

vfg590 VFG cleaning rod, long, 740 mm Incl. adapter 66803, 1-piece rrP in euros: 31.25

vfg690 VFG cleaning rod, 1-piece
Wipe lenght 900 mm, 22 – 6.5 mm

incl. adapter 66804 rrP in euros: 28.15

vfg691 VFG cleaning rod, 3-piece
Wipe lenght 880 mm, 22 – 6.5 mm

incl. adapter 66804 rrP in euros: 32.50

cleaninG roD

vfg601 VFG adapter adapter M5 out 1/8˝ in rrP in euros: 3.50

vfg604 For english cleaning rods
For example für Parker Hale

From Caliber 6.5 mm rrP in euros: 3.50

vfg603 For english cleaning rods
For example für Parker Hale

From Caliber 7 mm rrP in euros: 3.50

vfg607 For US cleaning rods 8 – 32 UNC-Threat rrP in euros: 3.50
vfg606 For US cleaning rods 7 – 32 UNC-Threat rrP in euros: 3.50

vfg592
For VFG cleaning rods

Cal. 4 – 4.5 mm
adapter für VFG cleaning rods

Caliber 4 – 4.5 mm rrP in euros: 3.90

vfg602 For swiss cleaning rods from Cal. 7.5 rrP in euros: 3.50

aDaPter
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aCCEssoriEs

19940083

safety flag for air rifle and air pistol 
– For issF-competitions
– With stainless-steel ring to open and close the loop  
 for fixing a personal thing like a mascot 

safety nr

rrP in euros: 5.90 DP in euros: 3.94

rrP in euros: 5.90 DP in euros: 3.94

19P00001 Caliber 4.5 mm (air-rifle / air-pistol)

19P00002 Caliber .22

19P00003 Caliber .32

19P00004 Caliber .38 / .357

19P00005 Caliber .44

19P00006 Caliber .45

19P00007 Caliber 6 mm / .308 Win / 30.06

19P00008 Caliber 6.5 x 55

19P00009 Caliber 8 x 57

19P00010 Caliber 7.5 x 55

19P00011 Caliber 12 / Schrot

19P00012 Caliber 9 Para

safety first!
– synthetic catridge with signal flag 
– give signal, there is no live cartridge in chamber
– no cooling down of barrel

safety look

product example
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a silicon active membrane earplug
– size: M, l
– Variable noise dampening
– non skin allergic
– Made from breathable material
– a comfortable plug to wear

DefenDers hearinG Protection Plus

rrP in euros: 29.00 DP in euros: 20.23

surefire_EP-4 + Size

a silicon active membrane earplug
– Variable noise dapening
– non skin allergic 
– Made from breathable material 
– a comfortable plug to wear

Mec silence

rrP in euros: 36.00 DP in euros: 24.05

MEC 250

a silicon active membrane earplug
– size: s, M, l
– Variable noise dapening
– non skin allergic
– Made from breathable material
– a comfortable plug to wear

DefenDers hearinG Protection

rrP in euros: 29.00 DP in euros: 20.23

surefire_EP-3 + Size
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aCCEssoriEs

– portable test bench
– rotate, pivot and slope adjustments
– strainless attachment in the t-nut profile rail
– simple usable with out any tool

Mec Portable

rrP in euros: 539.00 DP in euros: 360.09

297

these neW ProDucts
can be found on page 17.

Mec Portable
now available for air pistol.

Die Mec Portable kk

rrP in euros: 17.50 DP in euros: 11.69

– suitable for common front sight tunnels, diopters,   
 stock and hook caps, as well as handstops 
– 4 tools: sW 2,5; sW 3,0; sW 4,0 and a blade

uni-tool

19A00001 Silver

19A00002 Black

19A00003 Blue

19A00004 Red

19A00005 Geen

like uni tool, but with one bit element being 
interchangeable

tool X

rrP in euros: 20.50 DP in euros: 13.69

rrP in euros: 6.00 DP in euros: 4.01

19A00031 Silver

19A00032 Black

19A00033 Blur

19A00034 Red

19A00035 Green

19A00SW5 bit element
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high-grade screwdriver for trigger adjustment

rrP in euros: 16.00 DP in euros: 10.69

19A00000

torque

– precision-torque-tool 
– torque 1 – 20 nm

torque tool

rrP in euros: 159.00 DP in euros: 106.22

19A11000

– trigger-pull-gauge 25 – 250 g 
– With drag-indicator

triGGer GauGe

rrP in euros: 178.00 DP in euros: 127.43

19A10000
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aCCEssoriEs

trigger-test-tool for rifles from 50 – 130 g

sliDer rifle

rrP in euros: 69.00 DP in euros: 46.10

19A10002

rrP in euros: 24.50 DP in euros: 16.37

28501 Cal. 22

rrP in euros: 25.50 DP in euros: 17.04

28502 Cal. 32-45

– gauge for the detection of double shots
– high quality manufacturing
– Coloured scale
– Manual

Mec sPinDel

trigger-test-tool for pistols from 50 – 1100 g 

sliDer Pistol

rrP in euros: 98.00 DP in euros: 65.47

19A10001
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– gauge for the assessment of decimal values of  
 shots on paper targets
– plexiglas
– Manual

Mec nonius

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6,68

28503

ar-air rifle

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

28505

sr-smallbore rifle

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

28506

Fp-Free pistole

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

28507

rt-running target

rrP in euros: 11.00 DP in euros: 7.35

28508

rp-rapid Fire

rrP in euros: 45.00 DP in euros: 30.06

28509

set

rrP in euros: 10.00 DP in euros: 6.68

28504

ap-air pistole
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aCCEssoriEs

our neW ProDuct
can be found on page 17.

– tin for 500 pellets  
– polished aluminium
– airtight closure 
– Without threading

Mec air Puck

rrP in euros: 37.00 DP in euros: 24.72

MEC 260

– srew top alloy container to hold small items,  
 Earplugs etc

case

rrP in euros: 19.00 DP in euros: 12.69

19930001 + colour

si
s
B
r

tin clip
now available for
China tins.
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AbhinAv bindrA
2008 olympic Champion peking
2006 World Champion

 SCatt SEtS

 SCatt aCCESSoriES

 SEnSor faStEnErS

SCatt
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SCattSCatt 
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SCatt-SYStEM ii

no training method has revolutionised the shooting 
sports as much as aiming path analysis with the SCatt 
System. this can best be proved by looking at the  
development of international performance. once upon a 
time, just a few ‚superpowers‘ decided all of the medals 
between themselves, whereas nowadays there are very 
many nations at the top of the tree. it is possible to glean 
a major part of the ‘know-how’ for a perfect shot by 
nothing other than careful analysis with the SCatt, and 
training itself is gains significantly in efficiency by the  
use of this method. What has long ago become usual 
practice in the international training centres around the 
world, has now become a must for clubs and individual 
shooters. anyone with their own laptop can now, with a 
modest outlay, obtain exactly the same system as is  
used by the elite.

the core idea of the SCatt lies in visibility. one sees 
exactly what is happening during the shot. there are 
often just minimal differences between an unsuccessful 

attempt and a perfect hit; the aiming path reveals where 
the differences are to be found. training with the SCatt 
system has meanwhile become part of the daily routine.  
training units for the position, the steadiness of hold, the 
aiming and trigger release are all evaluated with infra-
red diagnostics as a matter of course. this method is 
also especially recommended for performance controls, 
because it conveys indisputable information about the 
causes of any mistakes.

the SCatt System is moreover especially helpful for 
pistol shooting because of the lightweight sensor and 
because it offers special routines such as for training  
duelling. the triggersensor is new for rifle and pistol; 
this offers the first reliable display of the trigger pressu-
re curve. first pressure, second pressure and shot  
release can be clearly seen, offering an easily under-
stood pathway towards the ‚cultivation‘ of these steps.    

thE four phaSES of thE Shot

approach, holding and aiming, triggering
and reaction. all displayed on-screen as a 
coloured trace and as a continuous sequence 
in the replay. this tells you pretty much all 
you need to know about the origins and cau-
ses of a particular shot. the rest is for coa-
ches and shooters more or less self-evident, 
once they take a critical look at these curves.

from understanding to change is just a short 
andlogical step. Errors seem to disappear 
by themselves, once you know what caused 
them. learning by understanding works at 

all performance levels. Beginners intuitively 
grasp the basics, also with our practice gun, 
the SCatt-rifle. the more advanced shoo-
ters overcome their performance barriers, 
when they connect their practical experience 
to the new background.  at top level, the last 
little errors are often first found by using 
aiming path analysis. the decisive details of 
the movement sequence appear as if under a 
microscope, and can then be systematically 
eliminated. the majority of all top internati-
onal shooters train with the SCatt System, 
for decades the leading technology.



Suitable for:
– air rifles and pistols 
– Small-bore rifles and pistols
– full-bore rifles and pistols
– Bows

only 36 g, from 3 – 300 m  
– live and dry

the ingenious attachment system fits virtually all 
diameters, whether round or rectangular. 

Whether you are a beginner, advanced or pro-
fessional shooter – if you can see your trigger 
release, you can improve it. 

tried-and-tested SCattpro software provides a 
unique mapping system for sophisticated analysis.

Several decades of highly skilled fine-tuning  
have resulted in a training system of unparalleled 
quality. 

SCatt MX eliminates the need for hardware on 
the target. it is another leap forward. a paper 
target and a pC with a uSB interface are all that 
you need.

Learn from your rifLe,
LiSten to your Scatt.
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SCatt

our new product
Scatt mX-02 universal can be found on page 18.

SCatt SEtS

Scatt wS1 profeSSionaL

rrp in euros: 1349.00 dp in euros: 940.90604

Computer-controlled aiming path analysis (infra-red  
system) for almost all sporting rifles and pistols.  
for home training (dry) and live firing with airguns. 

included in the system area:
– Measuring frame with insert for air rifle targets, 
 exact measurement from 4 – 12 metres
– Connecting cable for the pC (also for the power 
 supply), processor with connecting cable
– Wireless Sensor (only ca. 30 g) with uSB
 charging cable and 5 fixing bands for all barrel  
 diameters
– programme on Cd, handbook and installation 
 instructions

– Clear menu structure, easy calbration
– no 25 / 50 metre target accessorie available

Minimum system requirement:
Menu-driven through Windows, wide-ranging data  
processing und storage Minimum system requirement: 
iBM-compatible pC, 350 Mhz processor or higher, 32 MB 
raM, Cd-roM drive, SVga monitor (800 x 600 16-bit  
colour), 2 free uSB ports. Windows: 98, 2000, ME, Xp, 
Vista, Win 7, Win 8. internet Explorer 4.01 or later version.

Scatt mX-02 universal
optical Sensor MX-02 for 10,  
25 and 50 meter
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Scatt uSB profeSSionaL

rrp in euros: 1099.00 dp in euros: 766.53605

Computer-controlled aiming path analysis (infra-red  
system) for almost all sporting rifles and pistols.   
for home training (dry) and live firing with airguns.  
included in the system are:
– Measuring frame with insert for air rifle targets
– Connecting cable for the pC (also for the power supply)
– processor with connecting cable
– Sensor (only ca. 30 g) with connecting cable   
 and 5 fixing bands for all barrel diameters
– programme on Cd, handbook and installation instruc-
tions
– Exact measurement from 4 – 12 metres,  
 easy to use

– Clear menu structure, easy calbration
– uSB connection
– Menu-driven through Windows, wide-ranging  
 data processing und storage 

Minimum system requirement:
iBM-compatible pC, 350 Mhz processor or higher, 32 MB 
raM, Cd-roM drive, SVga monitor (800 x 600, 16bit  
colour), 2 free uSB ports. Windows: 98, 2000, ME, Xp, 
Vista, Win 7, Win 8. internet Explorer 4.01 or later version.

rrp in euros: 1199.00 dp in euros: 836.28630 . USB

Scatt uSB profeSSionaL BiathLon

national teams, beginners and improvers all train with 
Scatt uSB Biathlon. 5 shots with aiming path,‘sound’ 
and further details concerning hold, aim and release can 
be recorded / displayed.  in the club or in the garden at 
home, you can realistically and precisely rehearse the 
many fine points of sequential shooting at falling-plate 

targets. guaranteed fun for all who want to have a go,  
but also an unforgiving training partner for the best 
professionals.

rrp in euros: 1399.00 dp in euros: 975.77631 . Wireless
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SCatt

the 5-shot frame on its own, as an extra to an existing 
Scatt uSB professional. Can be simply connected and 
driven with the standard software.

Biathlon is in trend, who wouldn‘t want to learn how to 
flatten 5 targets in double-quick time? a blessing for 
youth leaders, club presentations, children‘s birthdays 
and christmas shoots. in combination, for example,  
with our self-loading Scatt-rifle.

Scatt uSB BiathLon-target

rrp in euros: 589.00 dp in euros: 410.82

615

SCatt aCCESSoriES

– pressure sensor on the trigger 
– obtain information about the effort which the shooter  
 presses the trigger
– the sensor made as a trigger with detachable cable,  
 which attached to sport weapons instead of regular
– trigger sensor connected to uSB port of oS-02  
 optical sensor
– information from the pressure sensor graphically  
 displayed in a SCatt software window
– Connects to the control unit. Valid rod diameter for   
 mounting the trigger is from 2 – 5 mm

Scatt trigger SenSor StS

rrp in euros: 295.00 dp in euros: 205.76

60610 STS-TRR round

60611 STS-TRL round for left-handers

60612 STS-TSR straight

60613 STS-TSL straight for left-handers

– pressure sensor on the trigger 
– obtain information about the effort which the shooter  
 presses the trigger
– the sensor made as a trigger with detachable cable,  
 which attached to sport weapons instead of regular
– trigger sensor connected to uSB port of WS-03  
 optical sensor
– information from the pressure sensor graphically  
 displayed in a SCatt software window
– Connects to the control unit. Valid rod diameter for   
 mounting the trigger is from 2 – 5 mm

Scatt trigger SenSor wtS

rrp in euros: 265.00 dp in euros: 184.83

60410 WTS-TRR round

60411 WTS-TRL round for left-handers

60412 WTS-TSR straight

60413  WTS-TSL straight for left-handers
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– Model: WS-M01 
– fixed into barrel of 9 mm caliber pistol
– highly accurately measures the weapons alignment   
 during aiming and actuation of the trigger mechanism
– optical sensor automatically measures the distance to  
 the electronic target
– the program allows you to automatically calibrate  
 the sensor
– Weight 6 g

Scatt SenSor wS-m02 wireLeSS

rrp in euros: 580.00 dp in euros: 404.54

6022 

– 1.5 mm steel
– powder-coated in colour light-grey
– protects the frame against unwanted bullet hits  
 and prevents bullet from bouncing back

Scatt target protect

rrp in euros: 29.00 dp in euros: 20.23

613 . USB

614 . Wireless
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SCatt

Sensor-guard, metal strut designed to protect the  
Scatt-Sensor from unwanted contacts when the rifle  
is beingrested. fits in all profile rails.

SenSor guard

rrp in euros: 49.00 dp in euros: 34.18

621

– a device allowing to obtain information about the  
 frequency and moments of heart beats
– the sensor is designed as a wireless transmitter,  
 fixed on the chest of shooter
– data from the transmitter receives the control unit  
 that connects to the uSB port on your computer
– information from the pulse sensor is displayed  
 graphically in a shooting simulator window

Scatt uSB puLSe SenSor

rrp in euros: 235.00 dp in euros: 163.91

607

– Bag for storing and transporting your Scatt and  
 a laptop computer (notebooks up to 15“)
– dual metal zipper and velcro
– Scope of delivery: Bag with carrying handle and  
 adjustable shoulder
– Colour: black
– fits the Scatt uSB and the Scatt uSB und Scatt  
 uSB Biathlon

Scatt & noteBook caSe

rrp in euros: 36.00 dp in euros: 25.11
scatt_6031
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Scatt univerSaL
SenSor mount Set

rrp in euros: 36.00 dp in euros: 25.11

6026

– includes allen key
– Mounting prism and metal strip with screw 
– for fixing the sensor on the barrel of different  
 diameters and cross sections   

rrp in euros: 24.00 dp in euros: 16.74

6008

– used to mounting the optical sensor on  
 barrels of 20 mm. diameter
– Weight 12 g 

– used to mounting the optical sensor  
 on the short-guns
– available in differnt calibers 

Scatt BarreL inSertS

rrp in euros: 39.00 dp in euros: 27.20

6025 + caliber

SEnSor faStEnErS

– Barrel adapter
– are used to secure the optical sensor on  
 the barrels less than 20 mm diameter

Scatt BarreL adapter BiathLon

rrp in euros: 22.50 dp in euros: 15.70

6028/16 16 mm

6028/18 18 mm

6028/19 19 mm

Scatt uSB d20 mount
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Peter Hellenbrand
4th place air rifle EM odense 2013
5th place olympics 2012 (air rifle)
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tEChniCal litEraturE

in the past 10 years, MEC has turned itself into the lea-
ding technical publisher in the realm of target shooting 
- purely as a sideline. 10 current titles, each of which has 
been translated into different languages and modernised 
for new impressions, are currently on offer. in addition, 
we currently make 25 posters for contractors in and 
outside germany.  

Books are, as ever, an especially effective means of ob-
taining and refreshing your store of information. target 
rifle and pistol shooting are no exceptions to this rule; 
these sporting disciplines are well-known for being their 
own two sciences...

the MEC-team has been publishing technical works, 
articles, training videos and other materials such as pos-
ters and relaxation programmes, for more than 20 years.  
in so doing, we try to ride the wave of sporting develop-
ment, because the scores and the methods in high per-
formance sport are continuously on the move. We put a 
lot of effort into making our descriptions understandable, 

through our use of pictures and graphics which reveal at 
a glance what lies at the heart of the matter.

Most recently, we have published ‚olympisches gewehr-
schiessen‘, in which all about for shooting with small- 
bore and air rifles are brought together; once again, 
with a lengthy chapter on the subject of shooting with a 
support. 

a well-stocked library on the subject is an important part 
of your training. this is where you can read up on how 
and what, and study pictures of various details. You can 
in a few quick hours absorb and put to use the know-
ledge and experience of good shooters and coaches, 
while at the same time providing yourself with motivati-
on, entertain-ment and sometimes challenges. rifle and 
pistol shooting are sports with long traditions and a high 
culture factor. as they are practical skills, they function 
better when they are underpinned by discussion and the 
written word. above all, when the information is suppor-
ted with good pictures.

litEraturE
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german

authors

Endless debate and weighty discussions are
characteristics of the way our books come into
being. the fact that we finally still manage to
bring them to print speaks for a willingness to
compromise which still somehow keeps on
functioning even after long years of working
together. the basic rule? gaby always gets
her own way...

maiK eCKHarDt, Businessman. olympic athlete
‘96 - ‘04; fourth (prone) in sydney, fifth (air rifle)
and sixth (prone) in athens‚ 04.
Co-owner and managing director of MEC.

gaBY BÜHLmann, diploma in psychology and 
coach. European Champion 1997, competed at the 
olympics from ‘88 - ‘04. among the athletes she 
coaches are air rifle world champion abhinav Bindra, 
olympic silver medallist Valentina turisini and the 
italian national team.

HeinZ reinKemeier, diploma in psychology, 
coach, author and designer. has written 7 books on 
the subject of target shooting, made several videos
and published articles in a number of sport-related
magazines.

Everything you need to know  
about sport pistole shooting.

since 1996 this book serves as 
essential reading for switched-on 
shooters and coaches.
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litEraturE

our new BooKs
can be found on page 19.

new

the standard work on rifle shooting. includes all details 
of the 3 positions and the movement sequences. action 
pictures of many current top shooters. English trans-
lation by Bill Murray. since 1996 this book serves as 
essential reading for switched-on shooters and coaches 
at home and abroad. translated into several languages.  
Belongs in every rifle cabinet...

More than 1000 photos and graphics.

gaby Bühlmann, heinz reinkemeier, Maik Eckhardt

waYs of tHe rifLe

rrP in euros: 44.80 DP in euros: 33.29
401 . Ways of the Rifle . ISBN: 978-3-9809746-1-5

all you need to know about the sport of pistol shooting. 
1st English edition, 2013, 224 pages, colour, over 1,200 
photos, illustrations and graphics. includes pictures of 
top international athletes in action and detailed studio 
shoots with experts including world champion sport pis-
tol shooter Munkhbayar dorjsuren, olympic free pistol 
champion uwe potteck and three-times olympic rFp 
champion ralf schumann.

Contributions from german national coaches peter 
Kraneis and Barbara georgi and 17 other outstanding 
trainers and shooters from around the world. a detailed 
presentation of all the relevant aspects of training and 
competition. divided into sections on technique (pre-
cision and rapid-fire), training, tactics, psychological 
factors and guns. other topics include the german nati-
onal league, youth training, supported air pistol, aiming 
path systems, ammunition testing, mental training, 
coaching, etc. theory and practical recommendations 
and exercises are covered for each topic. a book for 
shooters at all levels, trainers, coaches and all pistol 
shooting enthusiasts.

gaby Bühlmann, heinz reinkemeier

PistoL sHooting

rrP in euros: 49.90 DP in euros: 37.08
411 . Pistol Shooting . ISBN: 3-9809746-2-8
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this book is exclusively concerned with 10 metre shoot- 
ing. air rifle 3-positions and shooting with a support 
are also dealt with. contains all that is special about air 
rifles in a comprehensive format.

English translation by Bill Murray. 

heinz reinkemeier and gaby Bühlmann, with excerpts 
by Maik Eckhardt, uwe linn, Mike hecker and sonja 
pfeilschifter.

air rifLe sHooting 2010

rrP in euros: 44.80 DP in euros: 33.29

403 . Air Rifle Shooting . ISBN: 978-3-9809746-3-9

PerformanCe PLanning 2010

the classic record-book for results, settings and per-
formance statistics. With year planners, instructions 
and the most important pictures relevant to the posi-
tions. performance planning and recording in a practi-
cal spiral-bound book. For participants and coaches 
who are fed up with working unsystematically. 

from us to you in top quality, modern form and at an 
unbeatable price!! 

august 2007, 128 pages, colour, spiral bound. 

Bühlmann, reinkemeier, Eckhardt

isBn 978-3-9809746-8-4

rrP in euros: 11.90 DP in euros: 8.84

407

my obsessive Journey to olympic gold
the story of a man who fought valiantly to make his own 
history. abhinav Bindra is india‘s first and only individual 
olympic gold medallist and also the first indian to win a 
World Championship. 

2nd print edition,  
isBn 978-93-5116-070-0

a sHot at HistorY 

rrP in euros: 21.90 DP in euros: 16.27

410

german
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audio-CD with training Plan 
First edition august 2005, isBn 3-980974-5-0  
Five exercise sequences for relaxation over a total of  
90 minutes, with training plan.

the updated version of the legendary tapes from the 
80s. generations of shooters have learned muscular, 
autogenic and breathing relaxation from these exer-
cises. two further exercises with synthetic sound-
rhythms create relaxation and arousal. this Cd has 
been used successfully in clinics and therapeutical 
practices as well as for all-round use in daily life. 

gaby Bühlmann, heinz reinkemeier

isBn 3-9809746-5-0

CD
reLax Program for atHLetes

rrP in euros: 19.90 DP in euros: 13.29

520 CD

Further information on books by 
heinz reinkemeier can be found here:

www.HeinZreinKemeier.De

sport Psychology and Competition 
in decisive moments, it‘s our psyche that tips the balance.
Whether you achieve your goal or not is dependent on 
your thoughts and feelings, and on your behavior most 
of all.

this book is a guide to how you can systematically pre-
pare for tournaments and other stressful moments. it 
contains 1,000 pictures, 200 exercises, a 6-week training 
plan and audio files on the techniques of psychological 
regulation.

gaby Bühlmann, heinz reinkemeier

tHe PsYCHe of tHe sHot

rrP in euros: 39.80 DP in euros: 29.57

409 . Sport Psychology and Competition . ISBN: 978-3-9814287-1-1

german
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BarBara EnglEdEr 
6th place at olympia 2012
World Cup Winner london 2012

MErChandisE
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 JaCkEts

 hoody

 polo-shirts

 tEa tEaM spirit



MErChandisE

– Women’s fit
– With MEC and Centra logo imprints
– available in white with black imprint
– available with rifle or pistol imprint
– sizes: s – XXl                 

Mec WoMens´s softshell jacket

rrP in euros: 105.00 dP in euros: 75.00

topdress_0859G + Size Rifle

topdress_0859P + Size Pistol

– Men’s fit
– With MEC and Centra logo imprints
– available in light blue with blue imprint
– available with rifle or pistol imprint
– sizes: s – XXl                      

Mec Men´s softshell jacket

rrP in euros: 105.00 dP in euros: 75.00

topdress_0858G + Size Rifle

topdress_0858P + Size Pistol

– With MEC and centra logo imprints
– available in white with light-blue imprint
– hood can be taken off
– Cut to hug the waist
– available with rifle or pistol imprint
- sizes: s – XXl

– attention: Jackets’s sizes are on the small side                      

Mec WoMens´s softshell jacket

rrP in euros: 105.00 dP in euros: 75.00

topdress_FR46242G + Size Rifle

topdress_FR46242P + Size Pistol
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– hood-jacket, lined
– Material: 45 % Cotton, 55 % polyester

hoody

rrP in euros: 80.00 dP in euros: 57.14

515 + Size S – XXL Men

516 + Size S – XXL Women

herbal tea / green tea
With lemongrass, Jatoba and ginkgo

smells like tea(m) spirit
the fresh aroma of this composition from herbal and 
green tea arouses the team spirit and reinforces the 
sense. Beside Jatoba (brazilian cherry) and gingko  
donate lemongrass, indian Basil, safflowers, marigolds 
and peppermint, sports joy, power and endurance.

ingredients: 
green tea, lemon grass (15 %), white tea, carrot flakes, 
Jatoba (10 %), orange peel, licorice root, ginkgo leaves 
(3 %), peppermint, safflower flowers, marigold flowers, 
hibiscus, indian basil, natural lemon flavor, aroma

teaM sPirit

rrP in euros: 11.95

19T1 . 75 g

rrP in euros: 35.95

19T2 . 50 x 2 g

rrP in euros: 20.00

– sporty polo-shirt

– attention: Women-shirts sizes run smaller

Polo-shirts

MEC 521 + Size Polo Men / Orange

MEC 522 + Size Polo Men / Black

MEC 523 + Size Polo Women / Orange

MEC 520 + Size Polo Women short / Orange

While 

stocks 

last!
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MEC  
H.T.S.E. GmbH
Hannöversche Straße 22
44143 Dortmund
Germany

Orders
Tel. +49 231 426 048-0
Fax +49 231 426 048-99
order@mec-shot.de  
http://shop.mec-shot.de
www.mec-shot.de

centra 
Feinwerktechnik GmbH
Nägelestraße 15
79618 Rheinfelden
Germany

Orders
Tel. +49 7623 749 120
Fax +49 7623 749 1249
info@centra-visier.de
www.centra-visier.de

facebook.com/mechtse

The view into the distance opens space for ideas.  
Good ideas are TEaMwOrk.


